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How is this city saving
$60 million?
By partnering with Johnson Controls, the City of Baltimore is reducing energy and operational costs across 50 City buildings.
Its City Hall, offices, courthouses and fire stations—even its wastewater treatment plant—are being upgraded to cut energy
use and reduce CO2 emissions.
Johnson Controls is installing high-efficiency HVAC equipment and lighting, low-flow plumbing systems and renewable
energy sources. Even the wastewater plant is being upgraded to use residual product as fuel to generate electricity.
The result? The City of Baltimore is expecting $60 million in energy and operational savings over 15 years. Through
performance contracts, Johnson Controls guarantees these savings, offsetting the project costs. City employees and
the community are enjoying more comfortable facilities and Baltimore can reallocate vital funds to core services.
To find out how Johnson Controls can make your buildings work for you more efficiently, sustainably and profitably,
visit MakeYourBuildingsWork.com or call 888-748-4404.

Johnson Controls ranked #1 in Corporate Responsibility Magazine’s 12th annual “100 Best Corporate Citizens List”
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most comprehensive cloud solutions,
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In here, we share the same concerns
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To learn more about best practices in
cloud security, hear from our experts at:
att.com/securecloud

Download the free scanner app at http://scan.mobi and scan this code to learn more.
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introduction

By Steve Towns

An Economic Opportunity

T

yler Cowen, writing in a recent
issue of The American Interest,
paints an intriguing picture of
our nation’s future. He argues that
American exports are poised for
significant growth, powered in part
by U.S. dominance in artificial intelligence and computing power. Cowen
notes that the amount of U.S.-made
goods shipped to foreign consumers
is growing at an annual rate of about
16 percent, which ultimately could
lead to America regaining its status
as the world’s leading exporter, not
to mention reinvigorate its economy.
The theory goes something like this:
Growing use of robotics and sophisticated computer software means that
manufacturers need fewer employees
to produce their products. Therefore,
the labor-cost differential between
the U.S. and low-wage countries
like China is less relevant. In other
words, the less manufacturing has
to do with labor costs and relative
wage levels, Cowen says, the greater
the advantage for the United States.
At the same time, demand will grow
for the type of exports in which the
U.S. excels. As developing nations
mature, and their citizens gain wealth,
the market will heat up for U.S. export
specialties like aircraft, cars, semiconductors, machinery and other highend items.
All of this is good news for the
economy as a whole, but it may not

mean a boom in high-wage manufacturing jobs, since many of these
factory floors will be staffed by
smart machines instead of people.
On the other hand, some of the
winners in this new environment
will be highly skilled employees
and entrepreneurial companies
focused on technologies like artificial intelligence and automation.

nology companies, and therein lies
an opportunity for public CIOs.
Efforts to attract employers
typically have been driven by local
chambers of commerce or city economic development departments,
but there’s a mounting need for the
skills and knowledge possessed by
public CIOs. Bill Schrier, the longtime CTO of Seattle who recently

“Nimble, globally competitive

companies are the target of
programs in a growing number
of cities.

Those nimble, globally competitive companies are the target of programs in a growing number of cities
designed to nurture innovative new
businesses. As our cover story points
out, these initiatives take many
forms. The city of Murrieta, Calif.,
is using its old city hall building to
provide nearly free office space to
tech startups. Chattanooga, Tenn.,
is building a business incubation
strategy around its citywide gigabit Internet service. But the one
thing most of these efforts have in
common is that they target tech-

joined e.Republic as deputy director
of the Center for Digital Government,
notes that mayors and county executives need an adviser on tech incubation and in many cases the CIO
is best equipped to fill that role.
For a profession that sometimes
struggles to prove its value to
executive leadership, here’s a trend
that offers a direct link between
the IT office and economic development. For public CIOs, this
argues that you should be involved
— your career and your city’s
future could benefit from it. ¨
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Esri® has the complete platform for your Open
Government initiatives. With mapping applications
and services accessible on-site or in the cloud,
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STARTUPS
TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATION MIGHT BE THE HOTTEST
TREND IN GOVERNMENT, AND CIOs HAVE AN IMPORTANT ROLE.

ALLEN BIRNBACH

BY COLIN WOOD / CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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The American Dream
is alive and well
among tech startups.
There’s no shortage of entrepreneurs who believe
that all it takes to become the next Facebook is
a billion-dollar idea and the determination to see
it through. Of course, taking a promising concept
and turning it into a thriving company isn’t nearly
that simple. At the onset, a budding enterprise
needs money, office space and other resources.
Historically this support has been provided by
private investors of all stripes — Wall Street funds,
established corporations or interested tycoons. But
increasingly, the public sector is participating in this
ecosystem of assistance. Through weekend workshops, seasonal contests or permanent programs,
governments nationwide are seizing this golden age
of entrepreneurship with the hope of boosting local
economies and building long-lasting innovation hubs.

Space in Murrieta, Calif.’s
old City Hall building is
being leased to startups
for next to nothing.

[]
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COVER STORY / SUPER STARTUPS

Moreover, a growing number of
C-level IT officials — whether they
are CIOs, CTOs or chief innovation officers — are taking an active
role in nurturing and engaging tech
startups in order to spur economic
development. And this type of activity isn’t limited to big cities anymore.

S

ituated between Los
Angeles and San Diego,
the City Council of
Murrieta, Calif., can’t
help but feel the community is somewhat
overshadowed as thousands of its
residents commute to those major
metropolitan areas for tech jobs
each day. The daily exodus isn’t
just about losing the taxpayer dollars those employees spend while
working outside of Murrieta. City
officials also want local tech startups to locate or stay put in Murrieta
— rather than leaving for greener
pastures to the north or south.
That’s why Murrieta is taking the
novel step of renovating its old city
hall building and will offer it as
$1 rental space to about four tech
startups. The idea is the same as any
other business incubator: help the
little guy until he’s big enough to
return the favor to the city. But for
Murrieta, it represents a lot more than
that, said Mayor Doug McAllister.
It’s about developing Murrieta to
its full potential and helping the city
stand out. Many consider Murrieta
part of Southern California’s sprawling Inland Empire, McAllister said,
but in terms of demographics and
crime statistics, that couldn’t be
further from the truth. Murrieta is
one of the fastest-growing cities in
California, and in 2009 was also
ranked the second safest U.S. city
with more than 100,000 residents.
The city’s leaders hope that these
attributes — and a bit of assistance in the form of cheap office
space — will be enough to retain
the area’s local tech startups.

“We are Southern California’s
best-kept secret. When folks discover us, it’s like, ‘Why didn’t I know
about you before?’ And we hear
that all the time,” McAllister said.
Business incubation is a means
for Murrieta to reach its potential,
to become the “post-recession boomtown” that Forbes.com said might be
possible once the recession settles.
Gallup CEO Jim Clifton outlined in
his book, The Coming Jobs War, the
type of cities that will create jobs and
wealth in the future, and Murrieta is
the poster child for that kind of city,
McAllister said. “It’s like this perfect
petri dish for the future of job creation
and wealth creation — and when folks
get here, they discover it,” he said.
There is no one cookie-cutter
approach to business incubation.
Murrieta is targeting biotechnology
companies with similar specialties in
the hope they could help one another
succeed, McAllister said. Rather than
settling for a “shotgun approach” that
takes on any company that arrives in
town, he said Murrieta has a laserlike strategy: defining the type of
industry the city wants, finding the
companies that fit that mold, and
then bringing those businesses there.
One of the companies that may
be moving to Murrieta is a 3-D
imaging company with applications in defense and medicine called
Tactical 3rd Dimension Systems,
said Bruce Coleman, Murrieta’s
economic development director.
The city wants to create a reputation
as a place that picks good companies
and gives them the help they need to
succeed, Coleman said. Part of fostering success, he said, is creating mentor
networks, holding educational seminars and involving local entrepreneurs,
in this case through the Murrieta and
Temecula Valley Innovators group.
One thing Murrieta isn’t doing is
throwing money at the issue. Repairs
to the old city hall building, which
cost about $10,000, would have been
done regardless of startups moving
in, Coleman said. The space isn’t a

good fit for private rental, he said,
so the city decided to make the best
of the situation and find promising startups to move in instead
of leaving the building to rot.
“We have to be very careful that we
are including companies that really
do have the potential to grow locally
in the Murrieta area — and then create jobs.” Coleman said. The city can’t
depend on the state or federal government to help create jobs. “It’s our
responsibility, at the local government
level, to encourage the private sector
to want to grow in our community
and find a mechanism to grow.”

A

t first glance, business
incubation seems to be
something that should
be left to a chamber
of commerce. Many
larger cities and state
governments also have an economic
development department that gets
involved. But more and more, CIOs
and other public-sector IT positions
also are lending their expertise.
This is especially true in big cities like Louisville, Ky., and Chicago.
They have a CIO in charge of the
inward-facing technology infrastructure that’s essential for operating the
government, while the CTO takes
care of outward-facing functions
that include business development.
“But many cities are not large
enough to split those roles, or don’t
have the funding to split those roles,”
said Bill Schrier, the longtime CTO
of Seattle who recently left public service to become the deputy
director of e.Republic’s Center for
Digital Government. “And in those
places, the mayor or the county
executive, the governor — in the
case of a state — need some sort
of adviser on tech incubation.” In
many cases, the CIO is that adviser.
Schrier did just that in Seattle,
where he advised the city’s Office
of Economic Development and its
12-person staff. When the mayor

[10]
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Murrieta Mayor
Doug McAllister
(left) and Bruce
Coleman, the
city’s economic
development
director.

ALLEN BIRNBACH

wasn’t available to make a speech
at the opening of a new IT business,
Schrier often would fill in. He also
would tweet about promising local
tech startups, and set up impromptu
lunches with entrepreneurs he met.
And in 2010 when tech giant EMC
bought Isilon, a Seattle-based storage company, Schrier initiated dialog.
“I took folks from the city government down to talk to them about
the potential use of their products,”
Schrier said. “And we’re going to
start a collaboration where we’re
using more EMC products because
they have a superior backup solution.” He also spent time talking to
Microsoft, which is headquartered in
the neighboring city of Redmond.
In addition, Schrier helped facilitate
public-private efforts that support
incubation. Recently Seattle partnered
with Startup Weekend, an organization
active in about 200 cities worldwide,
that hosts 54-hour events connecting
aspiring entrepreneurs with established industry veterans and investors
in the hope that successful new companies will be born then and there.
Startup Weekend doesn’t usually
focus on government, but last fall the
organization held education-focused
programs in several cities, which led
to a $250,000 grant from the Bill

“It’s our responsibility, at the local government level,

to encourage the private sector to want to grow in
our community and find a mechanism to grow.
and Melinda Gates Foundation. In
April, Seattle saw the first Startup
Weekend with a government focus,
called Startup Weekend GOV.
Startup Weekend GOV was originally to be organized by local business
owner Marina Martin, entrepreneur
and attorney Eric Koester and others, but Koester left Startup Weekend
to run Zaarly, an online commerce

odds,” said Martin, who is chair of
the Evergreen Apps Committee on
Seattle’s Citizens’ Technology and
Telecommunications Advisory Board.
Startup Weekend GOV was a collaboration between the Seattle,
King County and Washington
state governments. The goal of the
weekend was to find credible business ideas, increase awareness of

startup that has now raised millions, after catching the attention of
actor Ashton Kutcher at a Startup
Weekend event in Los Angeles.
Stories like Koester’s are a big
part of what’s attractive about getting involved in the tech startup
world. “I think people hear that
story and it’s kind of like winning the lotto but with much better

[ ]
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COVER STORY / SUPER STARTUPS

STAN KAADY

Chattanooga,
Tenn., Mayor Ron
Littlefield
is among a
growing number
of city leaders
who are bullish
on the value of
local technology
incubators.

government data sets, and begin
long-term relationships with local
developers and entrepreneurs.
In this case, government did a lot
more than pay lip service and foot
the bill. “All three governments have
also put significant staff resources
behind it,” Martin said. “They didn’t
just hand us off and say, ‘do what
you want’ – they’re very involved.”
The payoff is facilitating communication between government
and the public that isn’t usually
possible, Martin said. “Normally I
can’t go to the city municipal tower,
plop down my laptop and work with
the city development team — and
maybe get some feedback from the
mayor.” There wasn’t a mechanism
to do that before. “The long-term
ripple effect of just getting these
people together for a weekend at City
Hall is going to be far reaching.”
Although technology incubators
have been around for decades, we
could be seeing a new resurgence,

cess. Evanston officials decided that
incubation was still a worthwhile
investment because of the companies
that stayed and the always-present
possibility of finding the next big thing.
San Francisco partnered this year
with Google, Code for America,
The Ewing Marion Kauffman
Foundation and angel investor Ron
Conway to create a yearlong fellowship program that will build
relationships between developers
and government to get tech startups more involved with government
projects. Code for America will also
host a citywide app competition in
conjunction with the incubator.
In May, Chicago opened a new
50,000-square-foot office rental
space called 1871 that has room for
100 small startup companies. The
center charges between $125 and
$400 for monthly rent and offers
access to conference rooms, storage
space, audio and video equipment,
mentorships, classes and seminars.

said Maris McEdward, Startup
Weekend’s community manager.
“I think that people are starting to
see that job growth is coming from
startups and very young businesses.
On an aggregate level, that’s creating
hundreds of thousands of new jobs,”
McEdward said. And those with
money and influence have noticed
the power of these small companies and are trying to harness it.

T

he government-funded
incubation in smaller
cities like Murrieta and
metropolitan areas like
Seattle are emblematic
of a trend that appears
to be catching fire across the country.
Evanston, Ill., decided in February
to continue funding the local nonprofit incubator Technology Innovation
Center, despite some controversy that
the city was funding companies that
were simply leaving after finding suc-
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COVER STORY / SUPER STARTUPS

And one of the nation’s most
ambitious incubators is set to start
this summer 2,000 miles east of
Murrieta in Chattanooga, Tenn.

L

ike Murrieta, Chattanooga
wants to be an innovation
hub that rises to the top
in the post-recession
economic pecking order.
But Chattanooga has a
different philosophy on how to
best distinguish itself.
Chattanooga has both private
and publicly run business incubators, including a publicly run
125,000-square-foot facility that’s
among the largest in the country.
With a fiber-optic network that
offers 1 GB Internet speeds to a
600-square-mile area, Chattanooga
is branding itself the “Gig City.”
This summer, the city will host a
two-part event called “Gig Tank,”
backed by Chattanooga, Hamilton
County and several private-sector
sponsors. For the three-month event,
entrepreneurial teams will be given
$15,000 each to create an idea and
business plan, the best idea will
receive a $100,000 prize in August.
There is also a student-oriented
event, with the best idea will receiving $50,000 and a chance to pitch
the idea to informal investors.
The best incubation strategy is to
create an environment where businesses either fail quickly or show
promise that they can succeed, said J.
Ed. Marston, vice president of marketing for the Chattanooga Area Chamber
of Commerce.“It’s very important to
make sure that there are accountabilities in place so that you don’t end up,
in effect, propping up a company that
can’t really survive in the market,” he
said.“When it comes to entrepreneurial ventures, it’s not necessarily about
the idea, it’s not necessarily about the
technology. It’s about technology, idea,
leadership and timing. So there’s a real
value in creating a situation that isn’t
about making every venture work.”

Every company should get a fair
shake, Marston said, but once the
resources, infrastructure and publicprivate partnerships are in place, it’s
up to the business to survive. The Gig
Tank should create a good test environment for success, he said, because
it’s short enough to create a sense of
urgency and long enough that something substantial can be created.

important to realize that the private
sector is both aware of incubation
and has enough money to carry it
out, Kedrosky said. “So you have to
ask yourself, ‘Why isn’t it happening
in this particular region?’ The answer
could very well turn out to be that
there simply isn’t the same opportunity there. The government is just going
to lose its shirt.”
In areas where infrastructure already
exists, the best incubation projects are
ones that spend money on the companies themselves, not more infrastructure,
Kedrosky said.“You want to have something to show taxpayers, you want to
have something to show voters,” he said.
Business incubators are popular
because they work and they’re easy to
emulate, Kedrosky said. Perhaps more
importantly, technology has become
affordable. “The cost of company creation, specifically in IT, media, Internet
services, has plummeted in the last
15 years,” he said. What cost $3 million or $4 million to do back in 1998
now probably costs $30,000 or less
today. That’s an important factor in
why these accelerators are taking off.
“A mistake a lot of cities make is to
say, ‘I want to keep people here.’ Well,
that’s not the right way to think about
it,” Kedrosky said. “The right way to
think about it is in terms of this notion
of flux.” You’re not trying to turn
someone who’s a doubtful candidate
for a tech startup into a tech CEO.
That’s just a low-probability proposition. It may happen, but it’s not the
right place to focus, Kedrosky said.
“You want to create the infrastructure where people who might
otherwise have left, will come to your
region and do what they were going
to otherwise do there,” Kedrosky said.
Put together a constellation of services
around acceleration, and then build
a community of like-minded people
who inspire one another to innovate.¨

“A mistake

a lot of cities
make is to say,
‘I want to keep
people here.’
The popularity of business incubation
in its many forms is a kind of insurance, Marston said. Just as individuals
diversify their stock portfolios, governments are diversifying the businesses
that feed their economies.“So even if
you’re fortunate enough to have very
successful major employers, it behooves
you to have lots of new companies starting up all the time. Hopefully some
percentage of those will eventually grow
up into major employers,” he said.

W

ith business incubation taking all
sorts of forms
and permutations, it’s unclear
which method
is best. Each region is different and
may require a different approach, and
there are points upon which reasonable decision-makers can disagree.
But there are a few traps that every
government should avoid, said Paul
Kedrosky, venture capitalist and
adviser to the Kauffman Foundation.
When any government wants to be
directly involved in incubation, it’s

Colin Wood is a writer based in Sacramento,
Calif., who contributes regularly to Public CIO.
colinwood0@gmail.com
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BY JUSTINE BROWN | CONTRIBUTING WRITER

HARNESSING THE POWER OF

THE CROWD
T

HE CONCEPT OF CROWDSOURCING
IS NOT NEW, although current media
reports may suggest otherwise. Long
before modern crowdsourcing systems were developed, a number of projects
took place that tapped the general population to help solve complex problems. The
French government, for example, proposed
several types of these competitions
dating back to the 1700s. The Alkali Prize
was awarded to a Frenchman in 1783 who
won a competition in which the public was
challenged with figuring out how to separate salt from alkali. In 1714, the British
government established the Longitude Prize
for anyone who could figure out a simple
and practical method for the precise determination of a ship’s longitude — a problem
that came into sharp focus as people began
making transoceanic voyages.
But it wasn’t until recently that the
Internet and social media tools made crowdsourcing more efficient and effective. A White
House endorsement helped as well. In a
memo issued March 8, 2010, the White House
urged federal agencies to use challenges and
prizes to crowdsource innovative approaches
to government initiatives and programs.
Today the use of crowdsourcing is on the rise
in both the commercial and public sectors.
According to Crowdsourcing.org, a research
firm that tracks the industry, revenues of
business-focused crowdsourcing firms grew
74 percent between 2010 and 2011.

A rise
rise in
in the use of
by federal
ccrowdsourcing
rowdso
government
agencies
g
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HARNESSING THE POWER OF THE CROWD

I

nnoCentive has been capitalizing
on the crowdsourcing concept
since 2001. Based in Waltham,
Mass., the company was spun out
of an experiment at pharmaceutical company Eli Lilly. Instead of
adding more chemists with similar
backgrounds to solve a problem, a
group of Eli Lilly employees asked,
“Why not look outside to the
greater public?” Realizing that
out-of-the-box thinking may be
the answer, the group began
employing crowdsourcing to find
solutions to significant problems
while mitigating the chance of
failure. The concept eventually
launched InnoCentive, a company
dedicated to using crowdsourcing
to help solve problems.
InnoCentive has been working
in the federal space since 2005.
During that time, the company
has conducted challenges for the
Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL), NASA, In-Q-Tel, the Oil
Spill Recovery Institute and others.
“We’ve seen a lot of interest growing from the government market,”
said Jon Fredrickson, InnoCentive’s
vice president of government. “The
Strategy for American Innovation
Act helped stimulate a great deal of
interest, but beyond that, I think the
timing is just right,” he said. “Using
crowdsourcing, an agency can get a
great number of potential solutions
to a problem in a very short time
frame. They then judge the submissions and pay a reward for the one
they choose. This pay-for-performance model works very well in the
federal space.”
InnoCentive essentially acts as
a broker. Anyone can sign up as a
problem solver. A client then relates

“Using crowdsourcing, an

agency can get a great number of
potential solutions to a problem
in a very short time frame.

S
Jon Fredrickson, vice president
of government, InnoCentive

o far, nine of the 20 challenges
the AFRL crafted have been
completed, with a success rate
of about 50 percent. “That’s
actually very high, because if you
don’t like what you get, you don’t pay
for it, yet the intellectual property
that’s generated is yours,” Das said.
“Overall our experience has been
positive. This open innovation is a
very efficient way of problem-solving.”
Das said one of the AFRL’s challenges was solved by a mechanical
engineer in Lima, Peru. “What are
the chances we would have ever
found that person if we hadn’t used
the crowdsourcing approach?” he
asked. “Very slim.”
Fredrickson said occasionally the
insights a client gets in response to
a challenge can actually be more
valuable than a solution. “Sometimes
a client will find out there simply
is no good solution,” he said. “That
can save a company or agency from
spending millions of dollars by going
down the wrong path.”

INNOCENTIVE

While crowdsourcing is gaining
momentum and legitimacy, the
question arises: Is there value in
its use for federal government
agencies? The evidence appears to
suggest there is, provided that a few
guiding principles are followed.

its particular challenge and sets up
the time frame, the reward and any
other necessary parameters.
The AFRL is currently working
with InnoCentive to crowdsource
innovative solutions for a variety
of problems. Alok Das, a senior
scientist at the AFRL stationed at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in Ohio, said they are tapping the
crowd to help solve 20 challenges
that have been defined. For example, one problem seeks innovative
designs for a transportation device
that can be carried into a combat
site by a single rescuer, quickly
unpacked to load an injured or
deceased person, and used to safely
evacuate the injured or deceased
person away from the combat zone
and into a helicopter. The current
design is a collapsible medical
stretcher that uses straps to secure
the patient, but straps are too slow
to use in the field. The AFRL is
hoping that crowdsourcing will help
with identifying new designs.

T

he Chicago-based company
crowdSPRING focuses on
using crowdsourcing to
meet graphic design, industrial design and writing challenges
for both business and government.
Founded in 2008, crowdSPRING
now has a community of more than
112,000 designers and writers from
nearly every country, according to cofounder Ross Kimbarovsky, who first
became interested in the crowdsourcing idea when he was a partner at a
law firm. During that time, he routinely chose from the regular group
of local vendors to work on the firm’s
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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HARNESSING THE POWER OF THE CROWD

FIVE WAYS TO TRANSFORM THE PUBLIC SPHERE
Turning to large groups of people to solve problems, make
decisions and generate ideas in a decentralized way is not a new
concept. However, advances in technology and societal changes
have made the process of tapping the wisdom of the crowd easier
and more direct. Before jumping on the crowdsourcing bandwagon, however, government organizations must first understand
the five basic models and when to use the activities associated
with each.
Crowd competition: For a problem that has a defined
solution but requires creative problem-solving, a contest
or prize provides incentives for participants to generate
actionable solutions. The contest might yield unrelated innovations in the process.
Want a quick $1.5 million? Figure out a way to store enough
solar or thermal energy for a moon rover to operate during 14
days of lunar darkness, and NASA will cut you a check — it’s that
simple. The Night Rover Challenge is one of many NASA competitions opened to the public in recent years. Through these contests,
the space agency has access to the talent and ideas of highly
skilled individuals from around the world at a relatively low cost.
Crowd collaboration: Some organizations face problems
not only of creativity, but also of complexity. When citizens
combine their ideas and observations, they can scour the
details of a problem and build on one another’s insights with a
degree of specificity that most bureaucrats only dream of.
In the depths of the recession,
the small coastal city of Santa
Cruz, Calif., faced a large budget
Santa Cruz, Calif., tapped the
shortfall and the scrutiny of its
crowd to close a budget shortfall.
increasingly agitated citizenry.
As pressure mounted, the city
looked to these same citizens for
help. The general population
analyzed city financial records,
volunteered new ideas, and rated
and contributed to one another’s
submissions through an online
platform. With the help of nearly
10 percent of its citizens,
Santa Cruz implemented publicly
generated solutions to close a $9.2 million shortfall while raising
immeasurable amounts of social capital that still benefit the city
and its programs.
Crowd collaboration is ideal for building and sharing knowledge,
coordinating emergency response efforts and developing citizendriven policy.
Crowd voting: Sometimes before decision-making, an
organization needs to harness on-the-ground knowledge
from the people who know a problem intimately. In this
situation, voting is a means of aggregating the judgments of
the crowd to rank ideas. Crowd voting gives citizens a sense of
buy-in to government decisions, and it gives government valuable
insights from people who are, obviously, experts in their own lives.

1

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

2

3

The dilapidated building next to your apartment building
that has sat empty for years is for sale, and flocks of developers,
speculators and city officials now are deciding its fate. Will it be a
community center or a charter school? Whatever the final decision
is, they’re not asking you, and maybe that’s a problem. Popularise
is a platform, currently covering Seattle and Washington, D.C., that
invites the crowd to vote on ideas for new uses of old or empty
buildings. By allowing the public to vote on proposed ideas, developers and site planners benefit from knowing what developments
the local population likely would support.
Crowd voting is particularly good for making simple decisions
and ranking options, but not well suited for strategic-level decisions that require organizational buy-in.
Crowd labor: Some tasks are merely tedious. When a project
requires little creativity or coordination, just hours of work,
crowd labor breaks it into thousands of small, simple tasks.
Geneva has thousands of years of rich history — and nearly
200 years’ worth of unorganized public property records. The
city’s government has taken on the task of digitizing and
organizing these records by breaking up this monumental
effort into thousands of small tasks for the public’s enjoyment
through an online video-game-like platform.
Crowd labor activities like microtasking suit efforts such as
data validation, translation, data entry and digital archiving.
Crowd funding: Crowd funding is perhaps the most specific
and simple way to engage the crowd.
In the midst of the 2010 Haitian earthquake crisis,
millions of dollars poured into aid organizations around the world
— not from checks and deposits but from small payments made
by thousands of individuals via their mobile phones. The impressive feat of channeling the good intentions of the masses into
substantial funds in a short time period was possible because
technology has bypassed checks and stamps — the simple act
of sending a four-letter text message to a phone number was all
that was asked of people.
The potential of crowd funding activities surpasses obvious
applications, like disaster-relief efforts, and can include funding
startups and individual programs within large organizations.
The successes of public-sector crowdsourcing initiatives and
advances in technology have caused the public to expect to
engage with government on a personal level. Once an organization creates a platform — like turning Geneva’s land records into
a game or making charitable donations as simple as an SMS —
it can harness the crowd’s incredible potential. Understanding
the different models and uses of crowdsourcing is a key first
step for any government agency that wishes to unleash the
power of the crowd.

4

5

By William D. Eggers and Rob Hamill

William D. Eggers is the director of public-sector research at Deloitte.
Rob Hamill is a GovLab fellow and consultant in Deloitte Consulting’s
human-capital practice.
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HARNESSING THE POWER OF THE CROWD

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18

website, but was increasingly dissatisfied with the results. “I started to
rethink the way design and writing
products are bought and sold,” he
said. “Rather than picking one company and being stuck with whatever
they bring you, the crowdsourcing
model allows you to pick among
actual designs from a huge number
of creative designers.”
The company didn’t start out
chasing government projects,
but over the last couple of years,
it has taken on several. Most
recently, crowdSPRING hosted a
logo-redesign challenge with the
U.S. Department of the Interior.
According to Kimbarovsky, the
department had a well liked
and well recognized logo. But it
contained too many colors, so it
became very expensive to print.
The Department of the Interior

“Crowdsourcing proves that

people aren’t only interested in
money. People are motivated
by helping others and by status
and recognition ...
employees to participate in the final
decision-making, which was also
empowering for the employees.”
CrowdSPRING did a website
redesign project with the House of
Representatives Committee on Ways
and Means, as well as a website redesign project for U.S. Rep. Mike Honda.
“It’s a powerful way for companies and government to do business,”
said Kimbarovsky. “It exposes them
to a much wider group of creative
people. It’s also affordable because
as a buyer you set your own price
and your own schedule. Then it’s
up to the public if they want to
participate. It’s a very easy, effective
and quick process to get really good
design and writing solutions.”

wanted something similar that was
simpler and cheaper to print. It
worked with crowdSPRING to set
up a contest offering four awards
totaling more than $17,000.
“In the two weeks the project was
open, they received 617 designs from
169 designers,” said Kimbarovsky.
“They then picked their four favorites. They were very happy with
the work and invited all of their

NASA’s night rover challenge aims
to get ideas for how Rovers like this
can store solar and thermal energy
to further lunar exploration.

I
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER

n March 2010, the federal Office
of Management and Budget
(OMB) issued a memorandum on
the use of challenges to improve
government and encourage innovation. The memo also promised that
the administration would make a
Web-based platform for prizes and
challenges available.
The OMB then commissioned the
U.S. General Services Administration
(GSA) to select an online challenge
platform, and the GSA in turn issued
a request for information. Eight organizations responded, and the GSA
evaluated the offers and selected
ChallengePost as the platform for
holding the challenge. “Doing business only via RFPs and through
contractors is very inefficient,” said
Brandon Kessler, founder and CEO
of ChallengePost. “It’s clear that
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HARNESSING THE POWER OF THE CROWD

everyone has to do more with less in
this economy. There is nothing, in my
view, more efficient than harnessing the public’s ideas and solutions.
The government can’t be good at
doing everything — why not let some
people who have different skills and
different ideas play a part?”
ChallengePost is available at no
cost to federal agencies. Kessler said
ChallengePost has more than 200,000
users and has run more than 100
challenges so far, including New York
City’s BigApps and Apps for Healthy
Kids with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and first lady Michelle
Obama. In addition to hosting challenges, the platform also helps put
challenges together and promote them.
Kessler believes that there are
three parties that win with crowdsourcing. “The government wins
because they get unique solutions,
concepts and inventions without
having to contract and pay for each
one. The citizens win because they
get the use of these tools and a more
efficient government in return, and
the entrants win because they get
the exposure and recognition.”
Kessler said ChallengePost has
been a huge success thus far. “This is
a totally new paradigm for the federal government and has already saved
them tens of thousands of dollars
and created hundreds of solutions.”

E

mploying crowdsourcing
effectively in the federal
government requires more
than just throwing a problem together and posting it on the
Internet. Federal agencies that have
had the most success have followed
similar protocols, including:
• Pose the right question and word it
precisely. “The ability to ask the
right question reduces the signalto-noise ratio,” said InnoCentive’s
Fredrickson. “Getting the correct
answer to the wrong question
will take you further off the path.
Asking the right question gives the
agency the best chance of success.”

ADDITIONAL
CROWDSOURCE
RESOURCES

Kessler agreed. “The challenge has
to be crafted in a clear, compelling
way,” he said.
• Have an open mind. Often, the
people posting the challenge have
a vision of what they want and
are too specific in what they want.
“It’s important to keep an open
mind when looking at solutions,”
said crowdSPRING’s Kimbarovsky.
“Maybe someone out there has a
better idea than you do.”
• Spread the word. Make sure your
challenge reaches a large network
of people interested in solving
similar types of problems so you
aren’t speaking to an empty room.
Marketing is also important.
Make sure people are aware of
your challenge.
• Learn from other projects. Many of
the challenges posted on crowdsourcing sites are open to the
public, so you can see the creative
briefs that were submitted and the
winning solutions. Reviewing them
can give an agency a good flavor
for the timing, the award offered
and the quality of responses.
• Have an internal champion, and
don’t drop the ball. “Getting a great
solution is just the first step,”
said AFRL’s Das. “It’s important
to have an internal champion
to run the course of the project.
You may receive 100 solutions to
go through. Your internal team
should be prepared to manage a
fair amount of work in choosing a
solution, and then they’ll also have
to be ready to carry it forward.
You need internal buy-in and
someone willing to be involved
for the entire duration, not just at
the beginning.”
While crowdsourcing appears to
offer many potential advantages to
federal government agencies looking to solve complex problems,
additional value may be found in
the less-obvious benefits. “There
are huge advantages to getting the
community involved — to empower
people and employees,” Kimbarovsky

How can government harness the
power of the crowd? Here are three websites that can help kickstart your projects.
Chaordix: Used by IBM, American
Airlines and PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Chaordix taps the power of the crowd
for market research and manages the
process for its clients. www.chaordix.com
vWorker: Formerly known as
rentacoder, this company has nearly
400,000 virtual tech workers from around
the world who bid on projects.
www.vworker.com
IdeaScale: Learn about what people
care about the most through this
platform, which also incorporates with
Facebook. IdeaScale was used by the
Barack Obama administration to
gather ideas from government agencies
on the Open Government initiative.
www.ideascale.com

said. “Government is beginning to
recognize this and leverage it in a
number of ways, and I think this
trend will continue. Crowdsourcing
is a way to start conversations that
couldn’t take place before because
there wasn’t a way to do it.”
Kessler said another less-obvious
benefit to crowdsourcing in general
has to do with getting a glimpse
of what truly motivates people.
“Crowdsourcing proves that people
aren’t only interested in money,” he
said. “People are motivated by helping
others and by status and recognition,
in this case, by intellectual stimulation and doing something meaningful
with their lives. I think that’s a huge
driver of crowdsourcing’s success.” ¨

Justine Brown is a veteran journalist who
specializes in technology and education.
justinebrown@comcast.net
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BY DAVID RATHS | CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SINCE ITS INCEPTION 20 YEARS AGO, FEW
ORGANIZATIONS CAN MATCH NIC’s INFLUENCE
ON STATE GOVERNMENT PORTALS.

YEARS OF
INNOVATION
T

he trajectory of Mississippi’s
state Web portal may be
emblematic of how e-government service organizations
have evolved over the last decade.
Like many states, Mississippi made
its first push into e-government in
the 2000-2001 time frame. The project was awarded to IBM because the
state sought a fixed-price agreement
to develop a payment engine. The
website was deemed successful, and the
Mississippi.gov portal won a Best of the
Web award from e.Republic’s Center for
Digital Government in its second year.
But over the next decade, the
nature and value of portals changed.
“They became much more important, expectations increased, and we
weren’t keeping up with what people

ness model funds the ongoing effort,
and features developed in other states
can be leveraged here. We now have
features such as live chat, which is
a great leap forward. Heretofore, we
had never been able to do that kind
of thing. I already feel like it is a
successful partnership.”
In the 20 years since NIC was
founded by a group of Kansas
businesspeople who wanted faster
access to state government records,
few private organizations have
had a greater influence on how
states conduct e-government. The
company’s self-funded portal model
is used by 23 states, giving them a
mechanism for financing technology
improvements even when up-front
IT funds are hard to come by.

expected in terms of new and new
technologies,” said state CIO Craig
Orgeron. “The pace of technology
development — with mobile and
social media and multilingual offerings — has changed. It’s challenging
for states to keep up.”
When Mississippi put out an RFP
in 2010, it awarded the contract to
NIC Inc., an Olathe, Kan., company
that specializes in e-government
and deploys a business model that
requires no up-front expenditure
on the state’s part. (NIC gets paid
a percentage of transaction fees for
certain online services such as license
and registration renewals.) “NIC
has come a long way in refining its
model and making it repeatable and
successful,” Orgeron said. “Its busi-
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20 YEARS OF INNOVATION

Among other things, the company
and its customers have pioneered
point-of-purchase solutions that allow
citizens to buy government licenses
or make payments at private retail
locations, electronic service suites
that provide comprehensive services
to business owners through a single
portal, and secure mobile payment
applications that let citizens purchase
government services via cellphone.
Furthermore, applications developed
for one customer generally become
available to the rest of the company’s
client base, making the NIC model an
engine for innovation across nearly
half of the states in the nation.
NIC has grown into a publicly
traded company with 700 employees and revenue of $180.9 million
in 2011. Last year, the company
processed $17.8 billion on behalf of
its government customers, which
include 27 states and two federal
agencies. And to date, none of the
states that have signed up for its
self-funded transaction fee services
has opted to change vendors. Even 20
years later, Kansas is still a customer.
Yet as successful as it has been,
NIC is not a household name. In
fact, Chairman and CEO Harry
Herington calls NIC something of a
“stealth” company. “We don’t step
out front,” Herington said. “We like
to shine a light back on the partners

Businesses had modems and peerto-peer access. “Even state agencies
couldn’t see their own information,”
Bradley said. But once workplace PC
usage skyrocketed, businesses created much more demand. In 1992, the
Web took off and NIC was created.
At that time, most states didn’t have
the Web tools or in-house skills to
provide services that businesses were
asking for. They started reaching out
to NIC.“One tipping point was in 1995
when Nebraska and Indiana came
to us and said, ‘We need a solution
for business and government transactions,’” Herington said.“By 1996,
everybody needed a Web presence.”
Growth has been steady ever since,
and the company went public in 1999.
Meanwhile, other vendors that targeted
the enterprise state portal space have
largely ceded the territory to NIC.
“What’s happened is that they
have developed deep expertise in a
line of business and that provides
a differential as a player in the
market,” said P.K. Agarwal, CEO of
TiE Global, a nonprofit organization that promotes entrepreneurship
through mentoring, networking and
education. “Most of the competitors
in this market — IBM, Accenture,
BearingPoint — tried, but nobody
was willing to take the degree of risk
that NIC was willing to take,” added
Agarwal, who served as NIC’s CIO

as they embrace online transactions
as a better way of doing business.”

H

erington said NIC actually
was the brainchild of Brad
Bradley, the company’s
current executive vice
president, chief administrative officer and general counsel. “There was
demand for online services by business that government was unable to
provide at the time,” he said. “Brad
looked at a frustrating situation and
figured out a way to make it work,
not just for his firm, but for others
as well. He spent five years to figure
out how to get it done. That was
quite an accomplishment.”
In the late 1980s, Bradley was a
Kansas attorney. He started thinking
it would be valuable to have timelier
access to laws that were passed, and
started working with the state bar
association to see what could be done.
“I worked with state agencies and
a coalition of business associations,
such as insurance agents,” he recalled.
“It took two years to get a law passed
and signed, another year to constitute
an oversight board, and then nine
months to craft the first RFP. Then
a company called KIC, which later
became NIC, bid on it.”
Of course, more than 20 years
ago it was largely universities and
libraries that had Internet access.

E-GOV TIMELINE
A summary of key e-gov innovations by NIC states.
1999
Indiana launches the nation’s
first comprehensive online
state income tax filing system.

1991-1992
Kansas Information
Consortium, the forerunner
of NIC, is established and
signs an exclusive contract
to provide telnet access to
Kansas. The state’s portal is
financed through the selffunded model.
1995
Kansas introduces Internetbased public access to govern-

ment information following
the launch of the first
state website.

2003
Alabama launches its first
e-government service for
the retail sales channel with
point-of-purchase hunting
and fishing licenses.

2004
Nebraska launches the JUSTICE
court record service, which consolidates documents from 185
county and circuit courts into a
single online system.
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20 YEARS OF INNOVATION

before serving as California’s CTO.
“Many stepped out of the market.
Now when states contract for this,
there may be a local company or
two bidding, but NIC has the expertise on how to do this right.”
Dozens of companies sprouted up
during the dot-com boom to try to
offer e-government services, noted
Rishi Sood, a Gartner vice president
focused on the public sector. “Most
of them tried to disintermediate,”
he said. “That is, they tried to take
the citizen to a completely separate
website to offer them services. NIC
early on realized they were all in on
partnerships with the states, and
the states had to be front and center
in the joint partnership decisionmaking. That proved to be a smart
strategic move.”
Agarwal also noted that NIC has
tried to break into local and federal
markets, but with less success so far.
“The self-funded model doesn’t really
work on the local and federal levels,
so then you’re just a service provider
competing with others,” he said.
“You’ve lost your big differentiator.”
And on the federal level, NIC is
competing with very established
system integrators, Agarwal noted.
An early decision, Herington said,
was to offer online access to information that regular citizens need, with or
without an attached fee. (Most trans-

Another early key decision was
to hire and locate a dedicated
team in each state. “We had heard
frustration from states that hired a
solution provider and all the work
was done somewhere else. They
ran into communication issues,”
Herington said. “We wanted a strong
manager in each state who can
respond to a CIO or governor and
try to get them what they want. And
their only responsibility is that state.”
Mississippi’s Orgeron appreciates
that local flavor. “They hire workers
who live and work in Mississippi,” he
said.“That is one of the perks. It means
not having to get on a plane every
other week to go see the developers.”
Another differentiator is that NIC
and the state partner set up a local oversight board with representation from
state government and the public.“Lots
of software companies can do portal
development work, but NIC has done
a nice job of partnering with government entities and have developed a nice
governance model,” said Bill Kilmartin,
Accenture’s finance and administration
director for state and local government.

action fees are targeted at high-volume
business users, not individual citizens.)
“It was a risk, especially initially, to
have a large percentage of the work at
no cost to the states,” he said.
The services provided through
NIC’s state portal partners have
grown to include:
• access to driver records;
• renewing a driver’s license or
vehicle registration;
• paying a speeding/parking ticket;
• applying for a permit;
• providing documentation related
to election laws;
• filing and paying taxes;
• filing a court document;
• doing criminal history searches; and
• registering/incorporating a new
business.

S

o what’s the secret sauce?
How has NIC been so successful at winning and retaining state portal contracts?
Herington said that from day
one, NIC executives told themselves
they must focus on efficiencies.
“These aren’t transaction fees; they
are fees for making something more
efficient for businesses and citizens,”
he stressed, “and they have to perceive
that value or we don’t get paid. So it is
part of our DNA. And if they pay that
fee, it has to be because it is saving
time and money.”

M

aine was an early customer, starting work with
NIC in 1999. “We were
intrigued by this model
they were beginning to implement,”
said Dick Thompson, current CIO of

2010
Arkansas becomes the first
state government to introduce
secure mobile payments for
government.

2005
Montana introduces a service
that allows auto dealerships
to process temporary license
tags electronically.
Utah launches On The Spot,
a retail point-of-purchase
system that allows participating inspection stations and
garages to process vehicle tag
renewals over the Internet and
immediately issue license plate
decals to customers.

2011
Arkansas becomes the first
state to offer Text4Help
customer service.
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20 YEARS OF INNOVATION

the University of Maine and former
state CIO. “We understood the benefits
of their approach, and we didn’t have
internal funds at the time to create
an elaborate portal of our own. It was
a decision to take a bit of a risk for
both parties, because the model wasn’t
quite proven yet.”

public information about government services,” she said, “but it’s been
interesting to see that a balance has
to be maintained between free services and paid ones to fund the ongoing
development work.”
Texas, which had a portal development partnership with BearingPoint
for several years, switched to
NIC in 2009 and rebranded
from Texas Online to Texas.
gov at that time. “One of the
main things that NIC offers is
a fairly sophisticated payment
engine that has back-end
screens and reports that track
transactions and refunds,”
said Janet Gilmore, assistant
director of e-gov services. “It
may not be one of the more
glamorous features, but it
is important.”
Texas.gov now hosts more
than 1,000 online services and
NIC executive team (from left to right): Steve Kovzan, chief financial processes more than 1.8 million
transactions each month.
officer; Robert Knapp, chief operating officer; Harry Herington, CEO
Karen Robinson, execuand chairman of the board; and William Brad Bradley, executive
tive director of the Texas
vice president, chief administrative officer, and general counsel.
Department of Information
Resources (DIR) and state CIO, said her
According to current Secretary of
philosophy is to actively engage with
State Charlie Summers, the service
vendors. She wants to pick up the phone
that’s still used the most is the one
and bounce ideas off their execs.“We
that was set up first: renewing regishave been able to do that with NIC.
trations online rather than venturing
They were great at partnering with the
to the physical town hall and waiting
DIR on the transition plan and workin line. (There have been more than
ing with agency partners, and the work
700,000 online renewal transactions
was extensive,” she said.“We had to do a
through the service.) “We all realize the
changeover to the new payment engine,
enormous cost savings,” Summers said.
the rebranding and move to PCI compli“In the area of corporate filings alone,
ance all at once. It was a real challenge.”
we have been able to eliminate several
positions in the department and keep
the same service levels just because so
ack in Kansas, where NIC has
much of it is now self-service.”
its headquarters and origins,
One portal oversight board
the state still finds the partmember, Ann Schink, who represents
nership valuable, said Jim
the Maine League of Women Voters,
Hollingsworth, executive director of
said the board has been very pleased
the Information Network of Kansas.
with NIC’s efforts in terms of both
“The evolution has been fascinating,”
e-democracy and the section of the
he said. “NIC has been an asset in
site pertaining to finding out about
helping us stay abreast of technology
voting and election laws. “We were
changes. As one of the oldest portals in
interested in all the transparency and
the nation, we offer so many services
sunshine possibilities of getting the
that it’s a challenge to find the balance

between doing the maintenance on all
of them and looking at new developments. But the self-funded model still
works, and people who use the services
wouldn’t do it if they didn’t perceive
the value in paying for them.”
Herington said NIC plays the role
of research and development arm for
state governments. It devotes considerable resources to how new technologies
such as mobile devices will enhance
portal offerings.“When Apple came
out with the iPad, we had e-gov apps
ready to go as soon as it was available,”
he said.“That is forward thinking.”The
states may not have time to look at
these technologies, he added,“but we
are thinking two to three years out.”
Whether NIC will sustain its stronghold on the state portal market and
can expand into federal and local
markets remains to be seen. “There are
always new technologies they will have
to evolve their solutions to take advantage of, including cloud and mobile
technologies,” said Gartner’s Sood.
“But governments also tend to value
relationships over the latest technology. If you are invested in a trusting,
long-term relationship with them, that
usually trumps the technology issues.”
NIC’s dominance in the market
might make some state IT leaders
nervous that they don’t have a lot
of competitive options if they ever
became unhappy with the relationship. But Mississippi’s Orgeron said
that as with any vendor relationship,
you must have an exit strategy, and
language in the contract about termination and taking your applications
and data back. “And part of that is
proactively managing the relationship so you don’t end up there,” he
added. “NIC has a long-range track
record, and I’ve met with their execs
at NASCIO meetings. They have no
complacency. In fact, I would say
the opposite is true. They exhibit an
excitement about new technologies
and the possibilities they offer.” ¨

B

David Raths is a regular contributing writer.
draths@mac.com
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National Association of State Technology Directors

www.nastd.org

The State of Service:
Creating Business Value

Since 1978, the National Association of State Technology Directors (NASTD) has provided state
government information technology professionals with information, educational programs and
networNing opportunities with a focus on helping members improve productivity and ef¿ciency in
state government operations.
The 2012 Annual Conference and Technology Showcase will highlight best practices in IT Service
Management by examining current and future technologies, applications, tools and ideas. Featured
nationally recognized speakers include: Michael Rogers, MSNBC’s ‘The Practical Futurist’ and
technology expert; Dick Heller, leadership, team building and customer service expert; and
Sergeant Matt Eversmann, hero of Black Hawk Down and the Battle of Mogadishu.
Attendees will include state government technology professionals along with representatives from
the private sector technology organizations that serve them. The annual conference is NASTD’s
premiere event for networking, sharing information and learning about new ideas and solutions.
For more information about the 2012 Annual Conference and Technology Showcase,
visit www.nastd.org or contact Pam Johnson at 859-244-8184.

35Annual Conference & Technology Showcase
th

August 26 - 30, 2012
Baltimore, Maryland
Hyatt Regency Baltimore on the Inner Harbor
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AN INFORMAL GROUP
OF CITY CIOS VOWS TO
PULL OFF ITS FIRST
FORMAL PROJECT —
DESPITE EVOLVING
MEMBERSHIP.

BOSTON CHICAGO LOS ANGELES NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA SAN F
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BY MERRILL DOUGLAS / CONTRIBUTING WRITER

IS THE
GANG
STILL
HERE?

7

D

N FRANCISCO SEATTLE

espite turnover that has
shaken up its ranks, an
informal group of big-city IT
executives known as the G7 is pushing forward with plans to establish
a shared data repository that could
become a foundation for multi-city
apps and performance metrics.
In March, the G7 — short for
Group of Seven — was poised to
launch cities.data.gov, a publicly
available platform which would
house standardized data from its
seven members: Boston, Chicago, Los
Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, San
Francisco and Seattle. Since then,
upheaval in the group’s membership, along with a few other issues,
has delayed the site’s release.
In April, two key G7 members
announced that they were leaving
their positions. Carole Post, CIO and
commissioner of the New York City
Department of Information Technology
and Telecommunications (DoITT),
accepted a job as executive vice
president and chief strategy officer
for New York Law School. And Bill
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S

ince 2009, the G7 has been
one of the more interesting
developments in local government. Members have used the
informal group to share ideas and
work on collaborative initiatives.
By 2010 the G7 had evolved into a
series of regular conversations. “We
have survived transition in a few cities and continue to move forward,”
said Boston CIO Bill Oates, noting
that the group holds a one-hour
conference call every two weeks.
But membership fluctuation just as
the group prepared to launch its first
formal project illustrates a key chal-

lenge as the G7 moves onward. The
group started as a loose collaboration
among like-minded big-city IT executives, and that low-overhead approach
has been a key to its success as an
information and idea sharing activity.
However, that strength also may be
a weakness as G7 members attempt
to ramp up more tangible projects.
“The G7 was always a personal
thing, so when CIOs change there
isn’t a structure for it,” Schrier said.
In Seattle, he said, the city’s continued
participation in G7 is unclear, and
largely dependent on its new CIO once
the position is permanently filled.
New York City DoITT spokesman Nick Sbordone said the city
remains committed to open data and
will continue its involvement in the
G7. But the nature of those activities
will be determined by Post’s replacement, Rahul N. Merchant, who was
named citywide chief information
and innovation officer in late April.
Walton acknowledged the G7’s
lack of formality may have drawbacks. But the pluses far outweigh
the minuses, he added. “The G7 is
a little bit unique in my mind, and
the reason I like participating in it
is that it’s informal — it’s not really
institutionalized. It doesn’t have a set
charter, bylaws or strict rules we run it
by. It’s the type of forum that doesn’t
easily exist for CIOs of large cities.”
Members say the group remains
a vital mechanism for collaboration
and information sharing. “I think it
came into being because large cities
saw an opportunity to do interesting
things that were similar in needs and
benefits to all the cities,”Walton said.
Because IT executives in major cities
struggle with many of the same challenges, the G7 provides a rich support
system, sharing insights on everything
from contract negotiations to dealing with tight budgets to meeting the
demands of the executive branch.
Once over the hump of its launch,
the new data portal offers intriguing
possibilities. For software developers,
it opens the door to applications based

on data from multiple jurisdictions.
Such tools will become particularly
valuable if local governments beyond
the existing G7 membership start
adding data sets to the portal, said
Schrier. Consider, for example, a software developer in Seattle who writes a
smartphone app that displays all recent
incidents of crime within six blocks of
the user’s current location.“That app in
Seattle would work in any other major
city throughout the country,” he said.

DAVID KIDD

Schrier, longtime CIO of Seattle, joined
e.Republic (publisher of Public CIO)
to direct the company’s local government initiatives. Then in June, Chicago
CIO Jason DeHaan announced
that he was resigning, although the
city continues to be represented
in the G7 by CTO John Tolva.
The remaining members are
committed to both continuing the
group and launching the shared
data portal, said current G7 member
Jon Walton, CIO of San Francisco.
Membership changes have been a
regular part of the G7’s existence,
he added, and offer a chance for
the group to bring in new blood.
“I think the G7 will continue with a
core group,”Walton said. “And if some
people decide not to participate in the
future, there are a lot of other good
cities out there. We can find somebody to step in and take their place.”
Still, the G7’s evolving membership slowed progress on cities.data.
gov, which the group intended to
launch earlier this year on Socrata’s
hosted Web platform, initially with
data from Boston, Chicago, New
York, San Francisco and Seattle.
The G7 also is working out issues
around standardizing the data from
multiple member cities. Now, the
group anticipates a formal launch
of the data platform within the next
two months, perhaps in concert
with the federal government.

DAVID KIDD

IS THE GANG STILL HERE?

I

n addition, uniform data sets from
cities across the nation would help
citizens make apples-to-apples
comparisons on conditions in different cities. And they would let city
government leaders make direct
comparisons among their peers on
metrics such as how long it takes to
fill potholes. “The shared knowledge
is always eye-opening, and it helps
move and shape the bar that we strive
for when we deliver those basic services,” said Post, shortly before she
left her New York City position.
Ultimately the current members
of the G7 say they want to reach
the point where they collaborate on
applications. Some members already
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IS THE GANG STILL HERE?

CTO John Tolva
represents Chicago in
the G7.
LEFT:

RIGHT: Jon Walton, CIO of
San Francisco, is one of
G7’s newest members.

DAVID KIDD

BOTTOM: Maryland Chief
Innovation Officer Bryan
Sivak, a former G7
member, says states
should engage in similar
collaboration.

ONE STEPS OUT, ONE STEPS IN

DAVID KIDD

Bryan Sivak enjoyed the collaborative spirit he encountered during his days as
a member of the Group of Seven (G7). “It was one of the first times I had ever heard
that peers in different and comparable organizations across the country took the
time to talk about and plan for things that they could achieve jointly that would benefit everybody,” he said.
Sivak participated in the G7 while he was CTO of the District of Columbia. He left
that post at the end of 2010, and since May 2011 he has served as chief innovation
officer of Maryland. He said he’d like to see states engage in the kind of collaboration
that the G7 is trying to achieve.
“Why aren’t we sharing infrastructure? Why aren’t we sharing implementation
of systems?” Sivak asked. “Why do we each spend $100 million to implement the
same systems?”
As a state official, Sivak hasn’t stayed closely in touch with the G7, but he has
engaged in cross-jurisdictional activity with some of his former peers in the group.
“I’m talking to the people in Chicago about leveraging some of the work they’ve
done on their data warehouse for something we’re implementing here in Maryland,”
he said.
Sivak’s successor, Rob Mancini, doesn’t participate in the G7, but the group has
added Philadelphia Chief Innovation Officer Adel Ebeid, who joined in August 2011
by invitation.
“Of course I jumped on that, because we’re all trying to solve the same problems,”
Ebeid said. “It was a no-brainer for me.”
For Ebeid, one of the most valuable aspects of membership so far has been the
chance to learn from other members about best practices. “I have no problem stealing shamelessly and putting those things in place,” he said. “I don’t want to reinvent
the wheel.”
Profiting from others’ successes and mistakes is vital in an era when government
IT executives are under pressure to accomplish more with fewer resources, said
Ebeid. “I get more out of the G7 in a two-hour conference call than I can get from
doing five to 10 hours of research.”

have been sharing applications in
ways that G7 participants would
like to practice more broadly in
the future.
One important example springs
from Boston’s engagement with
Code for America, a fellowship program that assigns young
programmers to work on applications for city governments. Among
the products of that engagement
was Adopt a Hydrant, an online
app that lets Boston residents
volunteer to dig out specific
fire hydrants when it snows.
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IS THE GANG STILL HERE?

CHANGING CAST OF CHARACTERS
G7 Membership 2010

BOSTON:

CHICAGO:

LOS ANGELES:

NEW YORK:

CIO Bill Oates

CIO Hardik Bhatt

CTO Randi Levin

CIO Carole
Wallace Post

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA:

SAN FRANCISCO:

SEATTLE:

CIO Chris Vein

CTO Bill Schrier

SEATTLE

CTO Bryan Sivak

G7 Membership 2012

BOSTON:

CHICAGO:

LOS ANGELES:

NEW YORK:

PHILADELPHIA:

SAN FRANCISCO:

CIO Bill Oates

CTO John Tolva

CTO Randi Levin

CIO Rahul
Merchant

Chief Innovation
Officer Adel Ebeid

CIO Jon Walton
and Director
of Innovation
Jay Nath

Chicago borrowed this code to
develop a similar application, Adopt
a Sidewalk. And the same concept
could be applied to everything
from schools to tornado sirens.
There are many more opportunities for this kind of code sharing,
said Oates. “We’re just scratching the surface. But at least
we’re seeing some evidence of
how these things can work.”

A

“ WE HAVE SURVIVED THE TRANSITION
IN A FEW CITIES AND CONTINUE TO
MOVE FORWARD.

nother item on the G7’s
agenda is a project to help
with a new Technology
Innovation Task Force
recently formed by the U.S.
Conference of Mayors (USCM).
The G7 has close ties to that effort:
Antonio Villaraigosa, mayor of
Los Angeles, chairs the USCM;
Edwin Lee, mayor of San Francisco,
chairs the task force. The G7 has
been working with Lee to develop
a charter for the task force.
It’s important for the G7 to
form alliances with larger groups
of city leaders, Oates said. “Those
kinds of alignment are going to
help us think about how to scale
all these things we’re doing.”

Opportunities also exist to collaborate with states and the federal
government, Oates said. “I think
[the G7] serves as a great model as
we go from just sharing best practices, which is what we did in the
first place, to actually enabling
this collaboration and doing things
that have a bigger impact.”
The G7 already reaches beyond the
local government sphere through the
continued participation of Chris Vein,
former San Francisco CIO and now
deputy CTO for government innovation in the White House’s Office of
Science and Technology Policy. G7
members say Vein often still participates in the group’s phone calls,
particularly when the group discusses
issues with a federal component.
Speaking earlier this year at
e.Republic’s Beyond the Beltway
event in Washington, D.C., Vein said
he envisions the federal data.gov

portal ultimately housing state and
local data feeds. This summer’s formal
launch of cities.data.gov could be a
step in that direction. G7 members
say the new platform will begin to
consolidate multiple city data feeds,
and continued dialog with the federal
government could lead to even
greater movement toward a comprehensive government data portal.
“The old way where everybody stood
up their own portal, and then it was
up to end-users or private companies
to figure out how to navigate multiple
sites — that is becoming logistically
unmanageable,”Walton said. “I think
the idea of cities.data.gov is that if
you want to put your data someplace where it can be easily accessed
across multiple data sets, here’s one
place where you can do it.” ¨

Merrill Douglas is a writer based in upstate
New York. mdouglas@stny.rr.com
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Federal
CIOs to
Watch
Agency CIOs face new
pressures. Here’s how three
innovators are responding.

T

he role of the federal agency CIO has been the
subject of near-constant debate since the passage of the 1996 Clinger-Cohen Act. Congress
intended the law to improve its management
within the federal government by designating agency
CIOs and giving them authority over and accountability for IT activities. In practice, the results have
been mixed, with many agency CIOs struggling with
limited executive buy-in and power.
Empowering agency CIOs is a key component
of the 25-point federal IT reform plan released by
former U.S. CIO Vivek Kundra. Late last year, U.S.
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Director
Jacob Lew acted on one of the plan’s recommendations, releasing a memo that puts CIOs in charge of
commodity IT purchasing for their agencies. And in
May, the OMB released a shared services strategy,
noting that agency CIOs will need to “innovate with
less,” given the federal government’s current fiscal
constraints and growing IT demands.
The new strategy points out that agency CIOs will
be pressured to deliver solutions faster and for less
money, develop future-ready business and technology
architectures, and take advantage of evolving technologies to help agencies work more flexibly, efficiently
and effectively.
With this in mind, we thought it appropriate to
shine a spotlight on the activities of three of the
federal government’s most innovative agency CIOs.
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Building a Pathway
New Health and Human Services CIO, Frank Baitman, brings an
entrepreneurial approach.
BY WAYNE HANSON | STAFF WRITER

F

rank Baitman has only been
CIO of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
(HHS) for a few months, but
he brings a track record of innovation
to the post, and according to former
Federal CTO Aneesh Chopra, Baitman
is “a guy who deserves watching.”
Baitman was director of corporate
strategy at IBM and helped establish
the company’s Life Sciences Unit. He
later served for two years as CIO of
the Social Security Administration
(SSA). He left the SSA in 2011 after
a major reorganization and became
“entrepreneur in residence” at the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) before joining the HHS as CIO
in February.

ENTREPRENEUR IN RESIDENCE
“What I did at the FDA was a lot
of fun,” he said. “The charge before
us was, ‘What can you do to streamline the process for getting innovative
medical devices to market?’” Medical
devices are becoming increasingly
important, Baitman said, but are
somewhat under the radar because
they are overshadowed by pharmaceuticals. To hasten the process of getting
the devices approved, Baitman and
four others ramped up the Innovation
Pathway 2.0.
“I was one of five members of an
entrepreneur-in-residence team selected
to work on this.” Baitman said he came
in with a strategy and IT background,
and other team members brought a
range of abilities. A retired general
brought leadership skills that enabled

the group to get into action quickly. The
team had six months to show what it
could do.
“One of the things that we did was
stress test this Innovation Pathway
2.0,” Baitman said. “So we put out a
challenge to a particular disease state,
which is something novel for the FDA.
We said, ‘There is a disease called
‘end-stage renal disease’ that is a huge
and growing public health problem. …
More and more people are on dialysis
and the prognosis is not good. Fifty
percent of Americans with end-stage
renal disease die within five years.’”
The FDA asked innovators if there
were any medical devices that they’d
like to put on the Innovation Pathway.
Although there wasn’t a prize or money
associated with the initiative, the pathway provided a way for companies to
collaborate with the FDA to get their
devices into the marketplace more
quickly than traditional processes.

Frank Baitman

Park, who replaced Chopra, as well as
the FDA’s Jeff Shuren, head of the Center
for Devices and Radiological Health.
IT played a significant part, as the
team needed tools to support a business process that hinged on communication and collaboration. Baitman said
the team did a crash course in software
development and in eight weeks built
a secure online conference center that
allows the FDA and device sponsors
to interact.
“To make that happen, we went
to the cloud. We partnered with
Salesforce, and we built a solution
that among other things provides

Part of the reason for that collaboration is that we can move
our mission forward more quickly by sharing information. And
that’s where I’m hoping to make a difference.

“

“We had our fingers crossed that
we would get more than one company
coming forward, and we ended up
getting 32,” Baitman said. “The FDA
selected three inventions that are now
on the Innovation Pathway, moving to
market. Things like a wearable kidney
— really fascinating stuff.”
Baitman said that among supporters
of the project were Chopra and Todd

really good tracking of information flow between the company and
the FDA, and inspires collaboration
among FDA reviewers and with their
peers in industry. We saw a problem,
we came up with a solution — which
was Innovation Pathway 2.0 — we
stress tested it with the challenge and
then we built the tools to enable that
new business process to function.”
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Baitman came into the HHS — as
CIO and deputy assistant secretary
for IT — aware of the challenges
facing him. The agency has a wide
range of missions that support public
health — from National Institutes of
Health research, to FDA regulatory
functions, to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention’s (CDC) public
health work, to direct care provided
by the Indian Health Service. “One of
the challenges is looking out across
that enterprise and saying, ‘Where are
there common needs so that we can
get people working together?” he said.
Working collaboratively is clearly
driven by the need to build in efficiencies and save money, but according
to Baitman, that’s only the beginning.
“Part of the reason for that collaboration is that we can move our mission
forward more quickly by sharing
information. And that’s where I’m
hoping to make a difference.”
To start the process, said Baitman,
“We set up a new IT governance
process in the agency, and what
makes this one a little different than
what’s being done elsewhere is we’re
looking across the breadth of the
agency and asking, ‘Where can we
pull people together who are likely
to have shared interests?’”
That means consolidating more
than a dozen HR systems into one
with specialty domains. “It’s going to
make the flow of information across
the agency so much more streamlined.
People are going to be able to see
things in the same way and share that
information with the same data fields
across the agency.”
For example, he said, the FDA,
National Institutes of Health and
CDC are all focused on science and
research. “We’re looking across those
operating divisions that care about
research to see if there are common
things that you do — like sourcing, finding experts in a particular
research field.”
The HHS is also taking a page from
the FDA entrepreneur-in-residence

program by looking for staff to partner
with innovators outside the federal
government. “You can’t just have internal people, because they’re part of the
system and they need the knowledge,
the insight and perspective of people
who come from outside,” Baitman said.
“And you can’t just have outside people,
because they don’t understand the organization and how to get things done.” In
six months to one year, the idea is “not
to produce a slide deck but to actually
make something happen.”

office, but is something you carry
around with you,” he said in reference
to a mobile health IT project. While
Baitman said he was still very new at
the HHS, he thinks that mobility and
use of the cloud will become essentials
to effective health-care IT.
In addition, Baitman said the
Affordable Care Act depends heavily on
IT. “The health insurance exchanges, for
example, are rooted in IT,” he said. “And
we’re moving forward building those
exchanges so Americans can get access
to health insurance. Regardless of
whether or not they get that insurance
today from their employer or if they
don’t have insurance, we want them to
have access, and IT underlies so many
of the things we hope to deliver.”

HEALTH AND IT
Baitman thinks IT is key to health
care’s future. “It’s an entirely different way of treating people when that
file isn’t locked away in a doctor’s

FLICKR/U.S. NAVY/MICHAEL RUSSELL

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

The HHS is taking a
page from the FDA
entrepreneur-in-residence program by looking
for staff to partner with
innovators outside the
federal government.
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Changing the Culture
U.S. Department of Homeland Security CIO Richard Spires innovates
at technical and personnel levels to redefine service.
BY BRIAN HEATON | STAFF WRITER

service would be hosted in the DHS’
private cloud.
Theoretically instead of assigning
a computer with a standard software
package to every employee, users
will be broken into class groups and
assigned equipment based on their
specific needs.
For example, executive users would
likely receive a virtual desktop infrastructure terminal on their desk as
well as a tablet device and smartphone. In contrast, Transportation
Security Administration workers at
an airport might only have an account
that gains them access to a kiosk from
which they can check email.
If the pilot is successful, the
virtual desktop-as-a-service model
will help the DHS avoid buying and
administering hardware and software. Instead, whatever technology
is needed will be bought as needed.
“That may not be innovative on
the technology front, but I think
from the business side of this and
trying to simplify that part of
commodity IT at DHS, it’s quite
innovative,” Spires said.
Spires is no stranger to the IT challenges that exist in the federal government. A veteran federal employee, he
held several positions, including CIO,
at the IRS from 2004 through 2008.
He also has private-sector experience, having served as president and
chief operating officer of Matas Inc.,

CREDIT

C

harged with high-profile
tasks such as counterterrorism, border protection and
battling cyberthreats, it’s a
safe bet that technology stability
and reliability are two of the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security’s
(DHS) top IT priorities. But the
organization also is distinguishing
itself as a leader in computing innovation under the guidance of CIO
Richard A. Spires.
Like many federal agencies, the
DHS is embracing a shift to the cloud
and is busy consolidating its data
centers and various services. That isn’t
novel, as the federal government has
been operating under a Cloud First
policy for the past couple of years. But
some of the services that the DHS is
sending to the cloud and things being
done are clearly out of the box, particularly for a government entity.
Chief among these new cloud offerings is what Spires called a “workplace-as-a-service” pilot program,
which will roll out in a couple of
months; the plan is to combine virtual
desktop capabilities with mobile technologies and wrap the two under an
advanced security model. The total

Richard A. Spires
a company that provides business
intelligence solutions to the financial
services industry.
Since Spires became DHS CIO in
September 2009, he’s worked to redefine the IT structure of the department. He explained that because
of the nature of how the DHS was
put together following the terrorist
attacks of 9/11, disparate technical systems and various people from
separate agencies were combined out
of necessity. That resulted in a lot of
system duplication, from the business area technical systems to those
computing platforms operating on
the mission side of the department.
And the crossover of employees also
posed a challenge.
“Trying to integrate this department
is difficult in many ways, [but] we’re
making progress,” Spires said.“These
components bring their own strong
cultures and there is nothing wrong
with that, but to make DHS what it
should be, we need to integrate more
functionality, leverage one another and
foster the right type of cooperation.”
To achieve that, Spires has emphasized the importance of grouping
the department’s major functions.
The goal is to establish a governance
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CHANGING CULTURE
The culture shift on Spires’ watch at
the DHS has just as much to do with
people as it does technology. While
a lot of government agencies hire
outside contractors to cut the cost of
having full-time employees, the DHS
has taken the opposite approach.
When Spires became CIO, the
DHS IT staff comprised 100 federal
employees and 1,500 contractors.
Since then, the DHS now employs
360 full-time employees and approximately 1,200 contractors.
Spires said he was proud of the
change, which he felt was necessary based on the type of work
being handled by his team. Simply
put, the overall investment in
talent has strengthened the organization and given the workforce the
ability to excel.
“I think we’ve been able to hire
some very good people,” Spires said.
“We’ve worked on our mentorship
and career development programs
to attract people, but also to help

button to talk and various coverage
issues also must be resolved.
The CIO explained that in certain
parts of the U.S., particularly in the
Southwest, coverage simply doesn’t
exist to get the kind of service level
federal officials would need from the
wireless carriers. But Spires believed
it’s a solvable problem, particularly
if the department can partner with
industry to accelerate the movement
and ultimately take advantage of the
wireless broadband innovations that
exist today.
Similar hurdles exist with the
concept of BYOD — bring your own
device — at the DHS and federal
level overall. Spires explained that
although he’d love to embrace that
movement immediately, there isn’t
a sufficient level of cyberprotection
to implement it with confidence that
sensitive data would be safe.
Although technology innovation at
the DHS or the federal government
as a whole may seem to some as
nonexistent in comparison with the
private sector, Spires disagreed. He
said that in some ways, government
is a leader in technology innovation,
particularly in organizations like the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency that directly invest in exploring new technologies.
But for the DHS and other departments, innovation is at the mercy
of federal government operations.
“Generally I think because of the
nature of collaboration and our
budget process perhaps not being as
nimble as one would like, those things
kind of conspire to slow innovation,”
Spires said.
“But when you say innovation,
a lot of this is working with the
vendor community to … upgrade
or offer capabilities that will fit our
business model and unique requirements,” he added. “There is a lot of
activity we do in our science and
technology organization and directly
through my office to foster that.”

people grow in these roles because
we’d like to have people stay and
grow with DHS. We’ve taken a lot of
positive steps to do that.”
Another area of evolution for the
DHS IT is its reputation. Spires
admitted that the DHS’ technology
staff has “not had a good reputation for delivering large-scale IT
programs.” But that’s changing.
More than 30,000 users are now
using Microsoft SharePoint as a
cloud-based service, and DHS
employees are using an authentication service that appears on more
than 90 applications across the
enterprise. So efforts by DHS IT staff
are starting to change the way the
organization is viewed by its peers.
“I’ve pushed very hard to try to
institutionalize better practices,
support mechanisms, better governance and oversight of our programs
so we can perform better, frankly,”
Spires said, adding that the “journey
is certainly not done,” but felt the IT
staff at the DHS was now structured
in a way to foster further improvement as time goes on.

FUTURE INNOVATION
There are many innovative IT ideas
on the DHS table that Spires would
like to see come to fruition. One of
them is to upgrade how the DHS law
enforcement and emergency response
personnel communicate in the field.
Traditionally, expensive radio-based
technology has been the standard
way for emergency communication.
But most individuals these days have
mobile devices that operate with much
more functionality and speed than that
equipment, at a fraction of the cost.
But law enforcement users have
unique performance requirements
that make communication advancement easier said than done. In order
to migrate to the 4G and long term
evolution (LTE) modern broadband
wireless world, Spires said there needs
to be no delay when an officer hits a

FLICKR/OFFICIAL USMC/TAMMY K. HINELINE

model that brings together the
right executives and personnel from
across the DHS to work collectively
to figure out how to appropriately
mesh together.
The effort is a union of executives,
subject-matter experts and enterprise
architecture systems meant to help
define where the DHS can be in five
years in various functional areas and
to identify the transition steps necessary to make an efficient governance
structure a reality and influence the
department’s budget and expenditures in regard to IT.
“I’m not trying to say that it’s
unique, but I’ll tell you, for this
place, it’s quite a different way in
which we have traditionally racked
and stacked and come up with our
budget process,” Spires said. “And I
think it really, truly gets to the core of
management integration to drive
a one-DHS culture.”
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On a Mission
Marine Corps CIO Brig. Gen. Kevin Nally targets energy efficiency,
data standards and hosted computing.
BY HILTON COLLINS | STAFF WRITER

S

One part of the solution is the
Ground Renewable Expeditionary
Energy System (GREENS), a portable photovoltaic and battery hybrid
system developed for Marines
in remote locations. Thanks to
GREENS, Marines in Afghanistan
now have solar panel systems to
power generators and portable
batteries, eliminating the need for
dangerous battery resupply missions
in combat areas. Marines have
fewer batteries to carry, so their
gear loads are lighter, and they have
room for more ammunition, food,
water and clothing.
“Our generators are now being
powered with solar panels, and that
means no fuel resupplies. It saves
lives and fuel delivery costs,” Nally
said. “They also don’t need generator
mechanics, which lightens the tactical footprint. The forward operating
bases are quieter at night because
you’re not running the generator on
diesel fuel or JP8 [jet fuel].”

Brig. Gen. Kevin Nally

A HIGH-LEVEL PERSPECTIVE
Of course, Nally’s duties extend
beyond overseeing energy efficiency.
As the Marine Corps CIO, he defines
and develops appropriate terms and
conditions for buying the hardware
and software that will connect to the
Marine Corps’ enterprise network. And
he’s in charge of securing the network
anywhere Marines operate, whether
it’s a remote unit in Afghanistan or
a domestic desktop in an office back
home in the United States.
Nally’s office worked with Marine
Corps Systems Command and
Department of Defense CIO Teri
Takai’s office to create a purchasing
program for the Navy’s IT equipment.
Hewlett-Packard replaces non-Navy
Marine Corps intranet hardware and
software under the Common Hardware
Suite program, so the company
handles the transaction if a Navy
computer breaks down in the U.S.
But the Marine Corps retains direct
control over military equipment in the
field, so if a computer breaks down in
a mission zone overseas, the Marines
remediate that problem directly and
likely more quickly than a third-party
provider would.

FLICKR/UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

ophisticated communications
are a fundamental tool for
modern battlefield troops. But
one side effect of technology’s
growing role is the fact that batteries carried by U.S. Marine Corps IT
troops to operate radios in tactical
environments have grown in weight
by more than 1,000 percent since 9/11.
Lightening that load on combat
soldiers is one of the many challenges facing Brig. Gen. Kevin
Nally, who is director of command,
control, communications and
computers (C4) for the U.S. Marine
Corps, as well as the deputy CIO
for the Department of the Navy
and deputy commanding general of
Marine Forces Cyber Command.
Nally’s boss, Gen. James Amos,
commandant of the Marine Corps, set
an energy-efficiency vision in place
several years ago. So Nally has sought
innovative ways to ensure that Marines
in the field can meet energy requirements even as demands increase.

One of Brig. Gen.
Kevin Nally’s challenges
is to decrease the
amount of gear carried
by combat troops.
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go to meetings and get different definitions of cloud.’”
His solution? Just call it a fog. After
all, fog is close to the ground, unlike
clouds, so people can touch it, just
like how people can touch computers
in a hosted environment. Apparently
the name is catching on.
“I’m going into the DISA [Defense
Information Systems Agency] headquarters at Fort Meade and two people
said, ‘This fog computing effort, can
you explain what this is all about?’ And
I said, ‘Right now, it’s a Marine Corps
secret. That’s about all I can tell you.’”

PAST AND PRESENT ACHIEVEMENTS
Nally said his current job is the
most fascinating and frustrating of
his career. But he comes to the CIO

Thanks to
GREENS, Marines
in Afghanistan
have solar panel
systems to power
generators and
portable batteries.

WADING THROUGH FOG
Nally also started migrating
applications and programs to the
Marine Corps Enterprise IT Services
Center (MCEITS), a hosted computing environment that’s the centerpiece of the Marines’ data center
service consolidation strategy.
But don’t call it a cloud. He
jokingly coined the phrase “fog
computing” last fall after he became
fed up with using “cloud computing” as a label for hosted services.
He found the term nebulous and
confusing, so he had fun with it.
“I stood outside the Pentagon one
day and it was a really foggy day
with my CTO, Mr. Dave Green, and
I said, ‘You know, I’m really sick of
the term ‘cloud computing’ because I

Storm. He held various military
positions and received additional IT
training over the next two decades,
including serving as the commanding officer of the Marine Corps
Communication-Electronics School.
Nally came back from his experiences with several honors, including the
Defense Superior Service Medal, the
Legion of Merit with one gold star, the
Navy-Marine Corps Commendation
Medal with three gold stars, and the
Combat Action Ribbon.
He also developed a keen appreciation for the people he works with.“I
am blessed with a lot of very intelligent and experienced people that make
me look smarter than I am,” he said.
“I always put people first, and I try
to treat others more importantly than
FLICKR/UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

“We do that because of security
reasons, because we know we can
provide the best security for our
networks,” he said. “If the Marines
need help with their network or
their computers, we provide it faster
and more responsively.”
Nally’s currently implementing
a data standardization practice to
ensure that machines and systems in
his network exchange data more easily. He wants to reduce data dependency so personnel can share and
access information without too many
headaches, whether they’re aboard
ship or on shore.
“Anonymity, I think, needs to
be eliminated for mission-related,
sensitive data applications,” he said.
“It must be interlinked when you do
a search, a query, compile information or turn it into something usable.
Across all our programs, we need
better standardization.”
Unfortunately, establishing common
data sets across such a vast military
enterprise may take longer than Nally
would like. Yet he’s accepted the fact
that his job comes with unavoidable
hurdles, like the time required to get
things done, but it’s tough.
“When I need something done, I
like it done yesterday,” Nally said.

myself, and I think if you do that then
people will kind of habitually want to
work for you to get the job done.”
As for the future, Nally points to
three goals as his legacy. “Whenever
I leave this job, I want people to feel
good that they were able to work for
us; I want a successful transition out
of the Navy Marine Corps Intranet
into our government-owned, government-operated network; and I want
to see MCEITS continually grow.” ¨

post with a wide range of leadership
experience. He was commissioned
a second lieutenant in the Marine
Corps in 1981 after graduating from
Eastern Kentucky University with
a bachelor of science in agronomy
and natural resources. Nally spent
the 1980s rising through military
ranks and beginning IT training, and
in 1989, he served as the communications platoon commander in
operations Desert Shield and Desert
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CIO Central

News, Reviews & Careers
In late March, California’s Office of Technology Services
(OTech) announced its new first- and second-in-commands.
The California Technology Agency named Ron Hughes as
director of OTech and Jeff Uyeda as the chief deputy director. Hughes brings more than 20 years of experience in the
design, operation and construction of national and international data centers to this position. He most recently was
the founding president of the California Data Center Design
Group, a worldwide consulting and engineering company
specializing in high-density and energy-efficient projects.
Uyeda, who previously served as chief of administrative
services for the California Highway Patrol, will manage
shared IT and data center services for the state.
Earlier in the month, the Barack Obama administration
promoted Todd Park to the position of CTO of the United
Left to right: Thomas Mattox, commissioner, Dept. of Taxation and Finance;
States. Park was the CTO of the U.S. Department of Health
Brian Digman, 2012 CIO of the Year; and Daniel Chan, acting NYS CIO.
and Human Services for the past three years, and replaces
Aneesh Chopra, who left the Obama administration in
February. The Obama administration credits Park with leading “the successful execution of an array
NEW YORK CIO
of breakthrough initiatives, including the creation of HealthCare.gov, the first website to provide
OF THE YEAR
consumers with a comprehensive inventory of public and private health insurance plans available
During the New York State
across the nation by ZIP code in a single, easy-to-use tool.”
CIO Academy, an annual event
West Virginia CTO Kyle Schafer stepped down in late February to take a job outside of state
produced by e.Republic, Public
government. He was appointed the state’s CTO in 2005 by then-Gov. Joe Manchin. Schafer worked
CIO’s parent company, Brian
for years to consolidate West Virginia’s technology infrastructure.
Digman, CIO of the New York
Following suit just days earlier was North Carolina CIO Jerry Fralick, who stepped down to pursue
State Department of Taxation
other opportunities after Gov. Bev Perdue announced that she wouldn’t seek re-election. Perdue
and Finance, was named the
tasked Fralick with consolidating the state’s technology. That effort continues, and Fralick released
state’s Public Sector CIO of the
an assessment last April that estimated the state would save $57 million by consolidating and outYear for 2012.
sourcing its technology infrastructure.
The CIO of the Year award
Stepping in to replace Fralick is Jonathan Womer, an Office of State Budget and Management
recognizes public servants who
(OSBM) official with technology expertise. Womer oversaw the OSBM’s revenue projections, regulademonstrate leadership, vision,
tory analysis, strategic planning, audit, program evaluation and IT management.
innovation and collaboration.
In Kansas, Gov. Sam Brownback named Anthony Schlinsog the state’s chief information technolDigman is credited with
ogy officer (CITO). Schlinsog, who for the past four years was the CIO of the Kansas Department of
leading an accelerated
Transportation, has been serving as the interim CITO since last November when Brownback’s new
effort that moved the Tax
hire for the CITO post, Jim Mann, quit after less than a week on the job following a local newspaper
Department to electronic filing
article that reported Mann’s bachelor’s degree in business administration came from a diploma mill.
and e-payments. According to
At the local level, Charles T. Thompson began working as Houston’s CIO in early February after
the announcement of Digman’s
serving in the same capacity since 2007 for Phoenix. Thompson said it was a tough decision to leave
award, the project is saving
Phoenix, but the chance to work on a new records management system, a new case management
New York $48 million annually,
system for courts and a second-generation 311 for citizen relationship management proved to be too
eliminating errors and improvgood of an opportunity to pass up.
ing the service experience.

STATE OF NEW YORK OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY

CIO TRANSITIONS
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SHUTTERSTOCK

Government-based
cloud solutions, mobile platforms, shared services and
cybersecurity are the next
sets of IT challenges facing
Colorado, Michigan and
Texas, according to those
states’ respective CIOs.
CIOs Kristin Russell
(Colorado), David Behen
(Michigan) and Karen Robinson
(Texas) gave a recap of their
states’ current IT efforts and
future priorities during a
keynote roundtable discussion on Feb. 29 at the CIO
Academy, an annual conference of state and local IT
officials hosted by Public CIO’s
parent company, e.Republic.
Carlos Ramos, secretary of the
California Technology Agency,
moderated the session.
Behen felt that the emergence and continuing evolution
of mobile devices will fundamentally change how Michigan
and other states provide
services to state agency
customers and citizens. To

be successful in the mobile
world, however, he said
a consolidated infrastructure and framework
must be established.
Russell agreed and added
that the success for Colorado
is that the state won’t be talking about consolidation as a
project in the future. Colorado
is consolidating its 33 data
centers down to two. For

her state, however, she was
adamant that cloud solutions
are a key next step in order
to increase IT efficiency.
As for Texas, Robinson said
the next challenge is making
cybersecurity a bigger part of
the IT culture throughout all 29
state agencies. She explained
that Texas wants to bring
cybersecurity industry experts
there in order stay ahead of the

issues and be more proactive
when it comes to IT security.
Although the three technology czars may live in states
that vary vastly in size and
geography, they all agreed
that the private sector holds
some valuable lessons learned
for public-sector IT leaders.
Russell said the operational
shift is necessary to advance
state IT to the next level.

FEDERAL-LEVEL IT PRIORITIES
At FOSE 2012, a conference and expo focused on IT in
the public sector, U.S. CIO Steven VanRoekel highlighted
some IT reform initiatives and priorities, as well as his plans
to maximize IT investments.
VanRoekel outlined many top priorities for 2012 and beyond:
• Shared First | Construct a mobile technologies
and services portfolio so common services among agencies
and public developers can be shared.
• Future First | Change the way government procures
software and sets policy.
• IT ROI | Expand the TechStat model to streamline reviews
of IT investments in underperforming programs at the
bureau level.
• People | Recruit and retain skilled personnel through the Presidential Technology Fellows
Program and establish new standards for the IT program manager career track.
• Cyber | Increase funding for cybersecurity, including an investment of $769 million to support
operations in the National Cyber Security Division of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. ¨

DAVID KIDD

STATE CIO
PRIORITIES
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A

Solution Spotlight Microsoft

CLOUD

VIRTUALIZATION

A FORK IN THE ROAD —
AN OPPORTUNITY TO DO IT RIGHT
Virtualization and consolidation
have proven beneficial, but there
are more efficiencies and cost
benefits to be gained with private/
hybrid cloud architecture.
IN RECENT YEARS, virtualization has been part of nearly
every IT data center. And while consolidation with virtualization technologies has been financially beneficial, it’s time to
choose the future direction for your data center — to best
deliver the strategic value of government applications across
an increasingly diverse universe of devices.
The choice is clear: continue to simply consolidate
servers and data centers and realize good, but not optimal,
savings, or adopt a private cloud architecture and not only
save more money, but provide the best environment for your
applications. And applications are the services that IT provides, not infrastructure.

While virtualization technologies are part of private cloud
architecture, they are merely tactical building blocks in your
overall private cloud strategy. Understanding how to knit these
building blocks into the fabric of your private cloud is critical.
While both virtualization and cloud computing can reduce
the physical footprint of IT infrastructure, cloud computing
also improves an organization’s ability to fulfill its mission.
Cloud computing provides computing, applications, storage and other items over a network, allowing government
employees efficient access to the resources they need.
Pooled resources in the cloud bring down costs as the
nature of the architecture drives economies of scale that
aren’t achievable with simple virtualization. One of the main
tenets of cloud computing is self-service, where needs of
computing power are quickly met with workflow and automation. Services in cloud architecture can be rapidly scaled
up or down to quickly satisfy the changing needs of users
and their applications. Metering is another tenet of cloud
computing, where consumers of compute power pay as they
go for the capacity they consume.

NEW HANOVER COUNTY FOCUSES ON THE RIGHT STUFF

“It has allowed us to move away from the standard of most IT organizations — in which 75 percent of it is spent on maintenance and only
25 percent is spent on leveraging corporate objectives like innovation.
My staff is now focused on using the stuff, not running the stuff.”
Leslie Chaney, CIO, New Hanover County, N.C.

ADVERTISEMENT
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MILWAUKEE BOOSTS IT PRODUCTIVITY BY 50%

“Our users and developers both tell us that the system is faster,
more responsive, more reliable.”
Pao Vang, Project Leader, IT and Management Division, City of Milwaukee

Which Cloud?
There are many Internet assets in the public cloud, such
as Bing, Office 365, Hotmail, Xbox Live and Azure. These are
huge assets that service millions of transactions daily, and
they must be able to shrink and grow dynamically as demand
dictates. The only difference between these assets in the
public and private cloud architecture is the network they are
running on. Public cloud is on the very public Internet while
a private cloud runs on dedicated resources on a private
network, either on premises or hosted. A private cloud gives
you the ability to control security, privacy, customization, and
governance of your organization’s software and services.

Protect Your Data
A private cloud allows you to manage security and data
privacy to a greater extent than you can in a public cloud. A
private cloud helps you meet the strict regulatory and compliance requirements that must be observed in government.
Most government entities will adopt a hybrid cloud architecture — the integration of a private cloud for the most
sensitive data and operations, and public cloud services,
platform and infrastructure for information that is less sensitive or shared. Administrators can manage both the private
and public clouds from a single, consolidated view using the
right management tools. A hybrid cloud can be an excellent
solution, as it leverages the scalability and lower costs that
a public cloud offers while also effectively protecting critical
applications and data wherever they are stored.
Properly designed cloud architecture also naturally supports continuity of operations and disaster preparedness. This
is especially important during emergencies when unexpected
spikes in demand occur and citizens need services the most.

Greater Productivity
Private cloud solutions provide numerous advantages.
Applications are easily kept current and updated, and can
be quickly and easily provisioned because they’re centrally
managed and image-based. Well-designed cloud architecture also enhances information sharing and the ability to
deliver applications and services to the public.
With the proliferation of applications, data and mobile
devices, there is an increased need for data center compute
services that not only are secure, but can shrink and grow
as the need arises. Only a cloud-architected data center

provides this ability while maintaining a highly secure environment for sensitive applications and data. With the self-service,
automated nature of cloud architecture, the lead-time for
compute power is minutes instead of days, weeks or months.
With a private cloud, users get a familiar and consistent
platform across environments, which increases the value
of investments and skills that are already in place. All these
advantages make your employees more productive.

Flexible Resources, Reduced Cost
Many organizations have data centers with aging,
unreliable equipment. Such environments are expensive to
maintain, and can limit the sharing of applications and data
across agencies. Private cloud architecture can provide a
new, consistent IT platform that’s centrally managed, highly
scalable, and able to provide users with a predictable, utilitylike, pay-as-you-go cost structure.
Private clouds make it easy to adjust resources to meet
real-time needs. Agencies can effectively match resources
with demand while lowering costs and shifting them from
capital to operational expenses.
A private cloud’s unified platform is much more efficient
than a mixture of various legacy environments and systems,
which are plagued by data silos, high cost and no or difficult
integration. The cloud can provide centralized and automated infrastructure management for a more productive,
efficient environment.

What It All Means
A private cloud includes many forms of virtualization technologies that, architected together well, present cost benefits.
But it goes far beyond this. A private cloud focuses more
on applications than on infrastructure — which is beneficial
to government because applications are critical to making
employees productive and providing services to citizens.
With the cloud, you can deploy servers and hosted
applications in minutes instead of weeks or months. You
can provision or de-provision applications in minutes. A
properly architected private cloud can greatly increase the
speed and flexibility for numerous activities. It’s a much
more dynamic and powerful environment than the traditional data center.
So which road should you take? It should be an
easy choice.

Learn more at www.microsoft.com/govcloud

© 2012 e.Republic. All rights reserved.
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FastGov

By Paul Taylor

Somebody’s Got to Do It
The CIO’s role shifts from managing information to promoting innovation.

I

nnovation. Insistence.Institutionalize.
Anyone with a passing familiarity of
Sesame Street is already humming
the ditty about one of these things not
being like the others. But they should
be. And there has been no lack of trying.
Every generation in government
has come with an impulse to reform
or innovate. At the risk of oversimplification, the last half a century can
fairly be remembered in these terms:
In the 1960s, it was a call to serve. In
the 1970s, there were calls to open
government and reform legislative
processes. The 1980s brought a call to
increase capacity to serve a burgeoning number of people in need or with
felt needs. Beginning in the mid1990s, there was a push toward selfservice in both the private and public
sectors — touted for its potential of
realizing both individual empowerment and institutional cost savings.
And now we find ourselves still early
in an era in which individuals are
joining, forming and acting through
groups or social networks even as
legacy institutions try to adapt and
change — often by squeezing themselves into smaller, cheaper footprints
or consolidating previously discrete
entities all together.
It isn’t coincidental that these eras
map to technological advances —
manual and mechanical processes
gave way to semi-automation and
automation (mainframes). Personal
computing with the Internet
accelerating self-service,
Paul Taylor is the
chief content officer and combined with mobile
for e.Republic,
computing, they created
Public CIO’s
the connective tissue of
parent company.

read. The arrangement was not without
tension but in many cases, it allowed
public agencies to move faster and
farther than if left to their own devices.
The dynamic changed during the
recession, which ushered in a period
of heads-down retrenchment, coping
with uncertainty and muddling
through the after effects of repeated
budget cuts. Five years later, public
finances are off some $200 billion
compared to what they’d be without the recession, according to one
estimate. There is also an enormous
amount of pent-up demand growing
behind that much lower baseline.
As revenue forecasts continue to
improve, a growing number of elected
officials are showing signs that they
won’t be satisfied with another round
of doing-more-with-less. They want
things done differently — quickly,
smartly, sustainably.
Among the most visible signs of this
shift are positions such as chief innovation and strategy officers, plus a full
range of new and social media-related
titles. Their charge is to harness the
technologies and the communities of
people that come together through
them to get something done.
The rise of the new CIO (innovation)
and similar positions don’t necessarily mean a diminished role of what is
now the old CIO (information). In fact,
old and new together — or CIO2 —
could be a powerful combination as
public enterprises work to figure out
the future. Regardless of title, the task
at hand is finding good answers to a
simple but profoundly difficult and
important question: What’s next? ¨

social networks. Technologies
make new ways of doing things
possible — but not by themselves.
Governments have an uneven track
record as far as institutionalizing
innovation. That’s not to marginalize
the real progress and the hard-fought
wins, but to underscore some of what
it takes to win. Part of the formula is
to have at least one person well enough
positioned to insist on innovation.
The rise of the commodity Internet
in the mid-1990s created an opening for CIOs to think and act broadly
about pivoting from an era of data
processing to one of innovating
government operations.
The CIO had something important
to say to cabinet colleagues about
how to manage and govern through
technology, and was a catalyst for as
much of an overhaul that government
could afford. CIOs, CTOs and the like
had a significant advantage over their
cabinet colleagues. The squishy title
allowed the good ones to be nimble
and adaptive, and insist that innovation and its attendant risk taking was
(and is) the only way to deliver what
elected officials said they need and
citizens expect by way of change.
While budget directors’ first loyalty
was to the bottom line of a spreadsheet
and other cabinet members had legal
obligations under statute to deliver
service, regulate or otherwise meet
a specific public mission, CIOs were
charged with making them better
at meeting their missions through
modernization and innovation —
“implement possibilities” is how one
CIO-led organization’s enabling statute
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book review

Review By Karen Stewartson | Managing Editor

Boring Meetings Suck

H

ow many times have you heard,
“It’s not a technology problem,
it’s a people problem”? Boring
Meetings Suck makes the same assertion about meetings: The people
running them are the problem, not the
meetings themselves.
Meetings are the “great white-collar
crime,” wasting $37 billion annually, according to Industry Week, a
business-to-business publication for
C-level decision-makers. Additionally,
two-thirds of information workers
don’t think status meetings are effective, according to a June 2011 survey
conducted by Harris Interactive. The
survey also noted that 40 percent of
respondents said status meetings are a
waste of time.
So how can CIOs avoid making
meetings a criminal offense?
One key — and simple — recommendation that author Jon Petz offers
is having an agenda. In fact, Boring
Meetings Suck is broken into eight
agenda items (chapters), covering the
importance of agendas, technology,
presentation skills and meeting styles.
In today’s society, where information is condensed into 140 characters,
meals are prepackaged for mobile
consumption and CIOs always have
another meeting to attend, here are
some of the book’s highlights.
The next time you decide to have a
meeting, determine what your objectives are. Meetings are to fulfill a
common goal through communication,
Petz writes. But to achieve that goal,
meetings must be done with intention.

The author also examines how
technologies can be effectively incorporated into meetings. Although the
book doesn’t offer a foolproof method,
Petz’s commonsense suggestion is
to use strategies that work best for
you. For example, use PowerPoint if
it has proven effective for you. If not,
new strategies like online collaborative tools should be considered. The
technology chapter gives other tips for
individuals depending on their level of
tech savvy.
One of the book’s most interesting
sections covers meeting styles, which
might be invaluable for meeting
planners. First is the open house — a
novel concept that could be controversial — which lets attendees show
up within a given time frame when
their schedule permits, and share
information however the organizer
deems necessary. Consider this a
drive-through wiki, which also can
be modified for a virtual setting. This
option offers schedule flexibility and
helps organize the meeting based
on priorities.
Are you a meeting organizer who
gets criticized for boring meetings?
Then passing the buck might be worth
a try. In this style, Petz suggests that
for regularly held meetings, the leader
allows others to take turns running
meetings. Not only does this method
enable others to be more engaged in
the process, but it also builds leadership skills.“Worst case, they will have
a greater appreciation for what it takes
to run a meeting,” writes Petz.

BY JON PETZ
$22.95
For long meetings where everyone
gets comfortable, the author proposes
the stand-it-up approach where traditional meeting elements, such as a
conference table and chairs, are eliminated and attendees must stand. This
style is recommended for meetings that
require only little time, but otherwise
would run longer because attendees
are a bit too comfortable.
And finally, triple T your way to new
ideas, is presented as a way to crowdsource internally on a common topic.
This is done by incorporating social
media and technologies into your
meeting, while allowing attendees to
generate ideas in their own space.
Each style has pros and cons, as well
as ground rules and other tips on how
to conduct each. If none of these appeals
to you, Petz also describes two types
of speed meeting, which are likened to
speed dating. The 211-page book wraps
up with “suckification reduction devices” — or SRDs — a list of productive,
fun and absurd activities attendees can
do to pass time in a meeting.
If you’re an organizer who’d like to
get more from your meetings, then read
Boring Meetings Suck so attendees
aren’t busy doodling and you don’t
commit the white-collar crime. ¨
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cybersecurity strategies

By Dan Lohrmann

Changing the Security Culture
Mentoring new cybersecurity leaders: improving security one person at a time.

W

hat’s the most important
aspect of improving
cybersecurity?
A) Implementing state-of-the-art
technology that works;
B) Re-engineering the processes
that businesses use to apply
appropriate security policy; or
C) Changing the security culture in
an organization.
Most experts think the answer
is C. Why? One leading security
consultant said that despite the
fact that beneficial organizational
improvements require changes in
people, processes and technology,
more than 90 percent of the difficulty is in modifying behaviors
of end users, systems administrators and even senior management.
Whether or not you agree, this
leads to other vital questions: What
is your government doing to impact
the security culture? How can we,
as security and technology leaders,
motivate, influence and impact thousands of people? What really works,
and what activities bring the greatest ROI for our time and money?

Cyberimprovement Answers
Daniel J. Lohrmann
became Michigan’s
first chief security officer and
deputy director for
cybersecurity and
infrastructure protection in October
2011. He served as
Michigan’s CTO and
chief information
security officer.
Lohrmann has
more than 26 years’
experience in the
computer industry.

A typical response is to
offer employee training,
which most governments
provide to meet compliance
requirements, and updated
security training for technical staff. Many leading
companies even bring in
professionals who specialize in building organizational change programs.

MS-ISAC’s New Mentor Program

But I’d like to suggest a more
focused and personal approach:
Find a mentor from another part
of the country or a seasoned security pro who can mentor a recently
appointed security leader.
Mentoring works because it allows
newer leaders to learn from their
predecessors’ mistakes and successes.
Numerous studies and white papers
have shown the benefits of benchmarking. Having a mentor can build some of
that same synergy, but on a more personal level with someone who is trying
to help you become more effective.
In 2009, Forbes magazine answered
the question: Who needs an executive
coach? Here’s the beginning: “Executive
coaching is hot. What was once stigma
(‘You’re so broken you need a coach?’)
has become status symbol (‘You’re so
valuable you get a coach?’). Tiger Woods
and Michael Phelps have coaches.
Even President Barack Obama has
a coach, if you count David Axelrod.
Microsoft’s young, high-potential
leaders get coaches. If elite athletes
and organizations think they need
coaches, shouldn’t you have one too?”
The article states that coaching isn’t
for everyone, but excellent candidates
are important leaders who have evolving roles that greatly affect an organization in powerful ways. Other experts
said the keys to successful mentoring
include: a willingness to learn and be
mentored; an openness to discuss sensitive work-related topics; selecting a
mentor and mentee who aren’t in the
direct management chain; and giving
the relationship the appropriate priority with a reasonable time commitment.

This year, the Multi-State
Information Sharing and Analysis
Center (MS-ISAC) — the center for
sharing cybersecurity threat and
response information — launched a
one-year mentoring pilot program in
which nine state and local security
professionals are mentors and nine
newer cybersecurity leaders are
being mentored by someone outside
their state.
Participants mainly include chief
security officers and chief information security officers, but a few junior
leaders also are seeking to improve
their security skills. The pilot comprises monthly phone conversations
as well as face-to-face discussions
at the MS-ISAC Annual Meeting.
The mentoring program has
several objectives, including:
• Improve the useful sharing of security best practices and organizational insights on what really works
among state and local governments.
• Strengthen the MS-ISAC community by building stronger
personal ties among members.
• Enhance the careers and
professional opportunities
available to participants.
• Encourage an open exchange
of ideas and questions in a nonthreatening environment.
• Build a government security culture
that improves cyberdefense nationwide by making the people a priority.
In conclusion, Seneca once said,
“Even while men teach, they learn.” I
am looking forward to learning, as a
security mentor. ¨
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guest column

By Mark Ball

Driving Improvement
Six tips for boosting return on IT investments.

T

he current economic environment presents many challenges
for government IT executives,
since reduced budgets and increased
financial scrutiny make it difficult to
manage existing operations and still
have room to make new investments in
new technologies. To succeed, executives need to maximize their return
on information technology (ROIT)
for current and future IT projects.
An ROIT focus pushes the organization to make the most efficient use of
its capital, by managing and driving
performance metrics that maximize
financial value.
The ROIT concept is simple: A project’s financial benefits must be greater
than its costs in order to deliver positive returns. But calculating a project’s
specific ROIT is notoriously difficult,
since not all IT investments produce
measurable financial benefits. Still,
this shouldn’t prevent IT executives
from measuring and influencing the
fundamental drivers of ROIT, cost
savings and productivity enhancements, to optimize the value of their
IT portfolio. Here are six practical
suggestions to enable government
IT executives to boost their agency’s
overall ROIT:
1. Analyze your IT spending. Savings
opportunities can be identified
by organizing IT spending into
Mark Ball is the
categories and analyzing the
managing director
of Emerging Sun,
results. How much money is
a Washington, D.C.based management the agency spending with its
consulting firm that
largest IT vendors? Are there
offers IT acquisition
areas to consolidate spendsupport, IT portfolio
strategy, program
ing into fewer vendors to
management and
achieve scale economies? Are
technical support.

assets and provide additional solutions
more efficiently, more economically and
at higher quality than the agency’s IT
organization.“Pay by the drink”business models also offer additional flexibility and scalability. Cloud computing,
outsourcing and other mechanisms
can be leveraged to shift the costs of
owning and maintaining expensive
IT assets to a third party. However, IT
executives should weigh the strategic
implications of these opportunities,
including their effect on management
control and business risks, against the
economic implications.
5. Empower an IT governance committee.
An IT governance committee should
be engaged to evaluate the IT portfolio’s performance against the value
contribution metrics and to drive
future investment decisions. The
committee should include executive
stakeholders from other departments and should be given sufficient
authority to hold IT accountable for
delivering results. When properly
engaged, the governance committee
can serve as an advisory council and
an important ally for IT in forging
deeper relationships agencywide.
6. Encourage innovation from employees
and vendors. IT executives should
establish collaboration mechanisms
for employees to share creative
methods for improving results, as
well as vendors, since they know
what techniques other clients
use to achieve maximum value
from their products and services.
Strategic vendors should be invited
to present new ideas to boost the
agency’s ROIT. ¨

there categories with too few and/
or monopolistic-behaving vendors,
where competition can be introduced
to reduce costs? A thorough understanding of the agency’s IT spending
will highlight areas where savings
can be achieved and vendor performance can be improved.
2. Introduce value contribution metrics.
Common IT performance metrics —
such as system availability, trouble
ticket resolution and response
times — are important measures of
operational stability, but they may
not capture whether an IT project
or asset is actually delivering value.
Value contribution metrics, like cost
savings, productivity gains, customer
satisfaction and cycle times, can be
powerful indicators of the benefits
delivered to the government agency.
Smart IT organizations continuously
revisit their performance metrics to
confirm that they are aligned with
the agency’s strategic goals and
enable management decisions.
3. Manage asset utilization. Periodic
utilization audits of IT assets will
confirm whether the number of units
under maintenance isn’t greater
than the number deployed and
used. Underutilized IT assets result
in increased maintenance costs or
untapped value. If there’s a significant
gap, IT executives should either find
ways to increase utilization, via user
training or management communications, or renegotiate maintenance
terms with the IT vendor and “truedown” the number of units owned.
4. Consider lease versus own decisions.
Often a third party can manage IT
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By Andy Blumenthal

Achieving Cloud Nine
Securing the Internet — and data stored in the cloud — requires recognizing vulnerabilities.

Conceptually it is not difficult to
understand why transportation is
targeted, since that is when we
are particularly vulnerable.
Insurgents in Iraq and
Afghanistan incessantly
attack our military using
improvised explosive
devices that are placed
on the roads where
they travel — causing about two-thirds
of the American casualties in those countries.
Logically, attacking transportation makes sense: When things
are in motion, it is more difficult to
shelter them.
We have seen attacks such as this on
Internet transport modes. Five years
ago, three undersea Internet cables
were cut, bringing to a crawl data
traffic from Egypt to as far as India.
More recently, the Arab Spring
uprisings have actually seen governments shut down the Internet. In
between, cyberwarfare in Estonia,
Georgia and Iran has resulted in
bringing down Internet infrastructure or that of specified institutions.
Even before this occurred, former Chief Counterterrorism Adviser
Richard Clarke questioned whether
a “digital Pearl Harbor” awaits
us in the United States as well.
It’s the principle of inertia: An
object in motion stays in motion
unless disturbed. Just like a car
on a highway, everything zips
along just fine until there’s a
crash. This is similar with information on the superhighway.

In 2010, retired Vice Adm. Mike
McConnell stated, “If we went to war
today in a cyberwar, we would lose.”
Cyberspace is now recognized as the
“fifth domain” of warfare after land, air,
sea and space. It requires a similar level
of protection as the other four. In fact,
the Pentagon recently concluded that a
cyberattack is akin to an act of war, and
retaliation should be based on the actual or attempted damage caused to us.
Clearly the federal government is
aware of the issues and much good
work is being done to make cloud
computing as secure as possible,
so that we don’t put all our information eggs in one “cloud basket.”
And particularly in a challenging
economy, we must take advantage of
every reasonable avenue to improve
our effectiveness and efficiency.
As we continue to streamline
our IT operations, let’s make sure
we recognize our latent vulnerabilities
as well as the ones staring us right
in the face. ¨

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

T

here is momentum in government now for transitioning
to cloud computing. Indeed
it provides many benefits — speed,
agility, convenience and cost savings.
While I share the enthusiasm
about the potential of cloud computing to streamline government,
one issue lingers on my mind: What
if the cloud providers are generally
secure, but the transport of data
to and from them is vulnerable?
It is true that the Internet was
developed in the 1960s by the
military to survive an attack. But
how well protected are its pipes a
half-century later? What about a
decade or two or three from now,
as technology evolves both for
ourselves and those who wish
to attack us?
Sure, we have layered on encryption, virtual private networks and
other security to protect the data
traveling through millions of miles
of fiber-optic cables. However,
any physical transport mechanism
is constantly subject to interruption, breakage and attack.
Terrorists frequently see various modes of transportation as a
target of choice. As U.S.
Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee
Andy Blumenthal
is a Division
stated before the Homeland
Chief at the U.S.
Security Subcommittee on
Department of
State. A regular
Transportation Security and
speaker and
Infrastructure Protection
published author,
Blumenthal blogs
last September, “You need
at http://totalcio
not be a security expert to
.blogspot.com.
Blumenthal’s views
understand that our transare his own and do
portation systems are indeed
not represent those
of any agency.
the targets of attack.”
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A GOOD CAUSE
IS WORTH RIDING
ABOUT
MISSION
Created by NIC CEO and
former law enforcement officer
Harry Herington, Ride4CopsTM raises
awareness about the dangers of
law enforcement and supports the
families of fallen officers.

RIDE4COPS
MEMORIAL BIKE
To raise support for the families
of fallen officers, Herington
holds rallies at state capitols,
with 20 events held in the past
three years from the Statehouse
in Trenton, New Jersey to the
Capitol in Honolulu. Along the
journey he rides the Memorial
Bike, a customized HarleyDavidson that has become a
traveling memorial as survivors
donate mementoes of fallen
officers to be carried on the bike.
To date the Memorial Bike has
traveled more than 20,000 miles
honoring fallen officers.

SUPPORT
Ride4Cops supports several
charities throughout the nation
that provide for law enforcement
and the families of fallen officers.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Find out how you can pay tribute
to fallen officers in your area and support
the families left behind.
Visit: www.Ride4Cops.com
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Get the job done in less time, for a lower total cost.
The NEW Android™-powered Panasonic Toughpad™ A1 tablet.
Providing a cost-effective, secure, fully-rugged and reliable
solution for state and local inspectors is how we’re engineering
a better world.
panasonic.com / business-solutions
Toughpad A1
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